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Abstract
Charles Ives’s Piano Sonata No. 2 Concord Mass., 1840–1860 (1921) is considered by many
scholars to be a transcendental work as it is dedicated to the four main transcendental
scholars—Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott (and his family), and Thoreau—who resided in
Concord, Massachusetts in the mid-nineteenth century. Yet Ives’s writings reveal the Sonata
to have been a much more personal narrative in which the transcendental scholars serve the
greater purpose of illustrating values, morals, and characteristics Ives found desirable in his
own culture. Through an interrogation of the musical borrowings in the Concord Sonata and
their multiple layers of extramusical association, I consider the Sonata as a musical outcome
of the conflict between nostalgia and modernism that existed in American culture during the
early twentieth century. I examine these extramusical associations in detail and place them
within a cultural context in order to bring a deeper layer of understanding to the Concord
Sonata’s symbolic program.

Keywords
Charles Ives, borrowing, quotation, symbolism, program, Piano Sonata No. 2, Concord
Sonata, nostalgia, modernism, human-faith-melody, Stephen Foster, hymns, neurasthenia
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Introduction—Nostalgia, Modernism, and Musical Borrowing

Through the process of musical borrowing Charles Ives explores complex political
and cultural ideologies of antebellum United States in Piano Sonata No. 2 “Concord,
Mass., 1840–1860” (1921). It is the aim of this thesis to examine elements of the
symbolic program of the Concord Sonata by studying the extramusical associations of
the borrowed melodies. I consider the Sonata as a musical outcome of the conflict
between nostalgia and modernism that existed in American culture during the early
twentieth century. Ives uses musical borrowing to reflect his own personal narrative
while highlighting culturally relevant music of the antebellum period to express early
twentieth-century American resistance towards the birth of the modernist era.

Literature on the Concord Sonata
The Concord Sonata evolved through several versions over a forty-year period. Ives
began the four-movement work during the first decade of the twentieth century with the
first edition completed in 1919–1920 and published in January of 1921.1 Alongside the
Concord Sonata, Ives published Essays Before a Sonata (1921), a written work devoted
to explaining his inspiration and, at times, the symbolism behind the piece.2 The Concord
Sonata went through seven years of revision from 1940 to 1947, the year that saw the
publication of the score by Arrow Music Press, now Associated Music Publishers, Inc.,

1

Charles Ives, Memos, ed. John Kirkpatrick (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1972), 64, 81.

2

Charles Ives, Essays Before a Sonata and Other Writings (London: Calder and Boyars, 1969).

2

that we use today. Some unusual features of the work were Ives’s use of polytonality, an
absence of measure numbers, an optional flute part in the fourth movement, and the use
of a fourteen and three-quarter inch wooden block for the cluster chord in the second
movement.3
The four movements of the Concord Sonata are titled “Emerson,” “Hawthorne,”
“The Alcotts,” and “Thoreau” after the four major transcendental authors who resided in
Concord, Massachusetts from approximately 1840–1860.4 Ives did not originally
conceive the Concord Sonata as a four-movement work for solo piano but rather as four
separate orchestral works, part of a collection he had dubbed “Men of Literature.”5 The
first movement, “Emerson,” was begun as an overture for male chorus, titled “Emerson
Overture,” partially sketched as early as 1907. Elements of this original work would also
become Four Transcriptions from “Emerson.”6 The second movement, “Hawthorne,”
was begun in 1911; much of this movement shares material with the second movement of
the Fourth Symphony and the piano fantasy The Celestial Railroad (1925).7 All three of
these scores can be traced back to a now defunct “Hawthorne Piano Concerto.”8 The third

3

Charles Ives, Piano Sonata No. 2, “Concord, Mass., 1840-1860,” 2nd ed. (New York: Associated Music
Publishers, Inc., 1947).
4

Hawthorne lived in Concord, Mass., in 1842 but subsequently moved to Salem, Mass., in 1846.
Hawthorne returned to Concord in 1852, briefly living abroad in 1853. Both Emerson and Thoreau grew
up in Concord, but left to attend Harvard University. Emerson completed his schooling in 1821 but did not
return to Concord until 1833. Thoreau graduated in 1837. Bronson Alcott grew up in a hill town known as
Wolcott, Conn., and moved to Concord in 1840 after first working as a peddler through the Southern states
and schoolmaster in the Philadelphia area.
5

Thomas M. Brodhead, “Ives’s Celestial Railroad and His Fourth Symphony,” American Music, 12, no. 4
(Winter 1994): 411; Ives, Memos, 76.
6

Sondra R. Clark, “The Evolving Concord Sonata: A Study of Choices and Variants in the Music of
Charles Ives” (PhD diss., Stanford University, 1971), 16; Ives, Memos, 82.
7

Ives, Memos, 82.

8

Ibid., 73n2.

3

movement began as “Orchard House Overture” in 1904; the fourth movement, according
to Ives, takes its inspiration from an abandoned string quartet (1905).9
Ives worked in New York in the insurance business from 1899 until 1930, but this
life in business did not prevent friendships and working relationships with many
prominent composers, critics, and scholars of the twentieth century. Many important
written testimonies come from these first-hand accounts, such as those from composer
Henry Cowell, conductor Nicolas Slonimsky, musicologist Henry Bellamann, and pianist
John Kirkpatrick.10 Nicholas Slonimsky first performed Three Places in New England in
Boston in 1931, working with Ives very closely on interpretative aspects of the work, as it
is polymetric and incredibly difficult.11 Henry Bellamann lectured on portions of the
Concord Sonata with a young pianist, Lenore Purcell in 1921 in an evening concert
series.12 Henry and Sydney Cowell, Ives’s first biographers, comment on possible
borrowings; as both friends and writers, they were privy to much personal information
and offer insights into Ives’s compositional process, musical borrowings, and personal
life.
In undertaking a study of the Concord Sonata, two important primary sources
compiled by John Kirkpatrick are essential. These are A Temporary Mimeographed

9

Ibid., 82.

10

Henry Cowell and Sidney Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music (New York: Oxford University Press,
1955); Nicolas Slonimsky, “Charles Ives—America’s Musical Prophet,” [Excerpt] Musical America 74, no.
4 (15 February 1954): 18–19 in Charles Ives and His World, ed. J. Peter Burkholder (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1996), 430–432; Henry Bellamann, “Concord, Mass., 1840–1860: A Piano
Sonata by Charles E. Ives,” The Double Dealer 2, no. 10 (Oct. 1921): 166–9.; Ives, Memos, ed. John
Kirkpatrick.
11

J. Peter Burkholder, ed., Charles Ives and His World (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996),
430; Cowell and Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music, 106.
12

Burkholder, Charles Ives and His World, 214–15.

4

Catalogue of the Music Manuscripts and Related Materials of Charles Edward Ives,
1874–1954, which was assembled shortly after Ives’s death in 1954 and finished in 1960,
and Memos, a collection of Ives’s writings and dictations spanning his adult career, which
Kirkpatrick edited.13 The manuscripts from the Catalogue were given to Kirkpatrick by
Mrs. Harmony Ives, Charles Ives’s wife in 1954 and through a community effort the Ives
Room was “inaugurated” at the Yale University Library in 1956.14 As well as premiering
the completed Concord Sonata in 1939, Kirkpatrick was Ives’s long-time friend and
collaborator.15
Ives’s musical language is often considered a paradox because it is both
progressive and nostalgic.16 Although American composers had come before Ives, none
achieved the same symbolic American identity—patriotism, religion, history, and
progressivism—in their music.17 Very few of Ives’s contemporaries understood his
cacophony of sound, and these critics sought to find similarities between his music and
that of his European predecessors and contemporaries, especially Debussy, Schoenberg

13

John Kirkpatrick, ed., A Temporary Mimeographed Catalogue of the Music Manuscripts and Related
Materials of Charles Edward Ives, 1874-1954: given by Mrs. Ives to the Library of the Yale School of
Music, September 1955; compiled by John Kirkpatrick in 1954-60 (New Haven, Conn: Library of the Yale
School of Music, 1960); Ives, Memos.
14

Kirkpatrick, Catalogue, v. Henry and Sydney Cowell, Mr. and Mrs. Tyler, Dr. Braunstein, and Mrs. Ives
all worked on the Catalogue.
15

Cowell and Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music, 111–12.

16

Gayle Sherwood, “Charles Ives and ‘Our National Malady,’” Journal of the American Musicological
Society 54, no. 3 (Fall 2001): 574.
17

David S. Reynolds, Walt Whitman’s America: A Cultural Biography (New York: Knopf, 1995), 176–93.
Reynolds discusses the American composers Richard Hoffmann, Charles Grobe, and Anthony Phillip
Heinrich.

5

and Hindemith.18 Ives intensely disliked these associations, most probably because he
liked to think of himself as original. Nevertheless, he did admire and borrow from the
composers he had at one time criticized.19 Schoenberg was aware of and certainly
respected Ives; in 1951 shortly after Schoenberg’s death his widow sent a letter to
Charles and Harmony Ives which contained a short poem by the late composer. It read:
There is a great Man living in this Country—a composer.
He has solved the problem how to preserve one’s self and to learn.
He responds to negligence by contempt.
He is not forced to accept praise or blame.
His name is Ives.20

Current Scholarship on Ives and Borrowing
J. Peter Burkholder is one of the leaders in Ives scholarship today and has
published and edited numerous books on Ives including the monumental 1995 study All
Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing. In this book
Burkholder provides a chronological list of fourteen different borrowing practices used
by Ives but more importantly also looks in detail at nearly all of Ives’s major and minor
works.21 Geoffrey Block has written a companion book to the Concord Sonata simply
titled Ives, Concord Sonata, which provides a great summary of critical reviews, sources,

18

Ives, Memos, 28–29. Ives wrote an outraged response to critic Phillip Nathan Hale after Hale compared
Ives’s Three Places in New England to Hindemith; Ives found this suggestion preposterous because he had
composed his work six years before Hindemith had even begun composing.
19

David Michael Hertz, “Ives’s Concord Sonata and the Texture of Music,” in Charles Ives and His World,
ed. J. Peter Burkholder (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996). Hertz has researched many of
these possible borrowings, especially from Liszt, Chopin, Scriabin, and Debussy.
20
21

Cowell and Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music, 114.

J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1995), 3–4.

6

and borrowings.22 Clayton W. Henderson’s The Charles Ives Tunebook organizes Ives’s
source material by category (hymns, patriotic tunes, popular songs); Henderson also
indicates in which of Ives’s works these borrowed melodies can be found.23 Carol
Baron’s paper, “Dating Charles Ives’s Music: Facts and Fictions,” contains examples of
Ives’s writing by period and explores several of his manuscripts.24 Thomas M.
Brodhead’s essay “Ives’s Celestial Railroad and His Fourth Symphony” also examines
chronology and shows the link between the second movement of the Fourth Symphony,
the unpublished The Celestial Railroad (1925), and the “Hawthorne” movement of the
Concord Sonata.

Early Reception of the Concord Sonata
Ives published the Concord Sonata and Essays Before a Sonata himself in 1921.
This was the first time Ives had made an active effort to present his music to a broader
audience. The prefatory note, which was removed from the 1921 edition of Essays and
reinstated in the 1970 edition, caused a sensation with the first music critics.25 Ives wrote:
These prefatory essays were written by the composer for those who
can’t stand his music—and the music for those who can’t stand his
essays; to those who can’t stand either, the whole is respectfully
dedicated.26

22

Geoffrey Block, Ives, Concord Sonata: Piano Sonata No. 2 (“Concord, Mass., 1840-1860”)
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).
23

Clayton W. Henderson, ed., The Charles Ives Tunebook, 2nd ed. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2008).
24

Carol K. Baron, “Dating Charles Ives’s Music: Facts and Fictions,” Perspectives of New Music 28, no. 1
(Winter 1990): 20–56.
25

Block, Ives, Concord Sonata, 87n6.

26

Burkholder, Charles Ives and His World, 286–287.

7

Much of Ives’s wit was lost on the early critics; overall, they felt the Concord
Sonata was an “experiment.”27 The reviews that Burkholder includes in Charles Ives and
His World illustrates this point clearly, especially the positive assessment of Henry
Bellamann and the more negative feedback from other critics.28 It wasn’t until the official
premier of the Concord Sonata at New York’s Town Hall in 1939 that critic Lawrence
Gilman proclaimed that this was “the greatest music composed by an American.”29 The
1930s and '40s saw a shift in the reception of Ives’s music; after nearly a lifetime of Ives
attempting to have his music heard, he was finally welcomed into the American new
music societies. Ives eventually went on to win a Pulitzer Prize for the Third Symphony,
conducted by Lou Harrison and the New York Little Symphony Orchestra in 1947.30

The Life of Charles Ives
Ives was born October 20th, 1874 to George and Mary Ives in a little town called
Danbury, Connecticut. George had been a Civil War band leader and then a music
teacher in Danbury. He taught both his sons, Charlie and Moss, to play the piano at a
young age. According to the Cowells, young Charlie was extensively educated by his
father in drums, violin, cornet, sight-reading, harmony, and counterpoint. Ives was also
introduced to the European tradition, especially Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, and

27

Ibid., 285.

28

Ibid., 273–360.

29

Cowell and Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music, 113; J Peter Burkholder, Charles Ives: The Ideas
Behind the Music, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), 3; Lawrence Gilman, “Music: A
Masterpiece of American Music Heard Here for the First Time,” New York Herald Tribune (21 January
1939), 9.
30

Cowell and Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music, 115.

8

Chopin.31 Along with having more formal training, Ives attended church and knew the
popular tunes of Stephen Foster well.32 In 1893 Ives enrolled at Yale University to study
music with Horatio Parker, a relationship that proved challenging as Ives did not want to
conform to Parker’s compositional style. While at Yale, Ives discovered the literary
works of Ralph Waldo Emerson and even attempted to have his own article published in
the Yale literary magazine. Although this venture was unsuccessful at the time, according
to the Cowells, this material was later incorporated into Essays Before a Sonata.33
While Ives was studying music at Yale, his father unexpectedly passed away from
a heart-attack (1894).34 This was a blow to the young Ives as he had admired his father
like no other male-role-model in his life. Many biographers and scholars have assessed
that George Ives’s death is what led Ives to establish himself in the field of business.35
Next to George, the most influential person in Ives’s life was his wife, Harmony
Twitchell, whom he married in 1908.36 She was the daughter of a minister and the goddaughter of Mark Twain. They had only one child, a daughter named Edith Osborne,
whom they adopted in 1914.37

31

Ibid., 26 and 32.

32

Cowell and Cowell, Charles Ives and His Music, 23.

33

Ibid., 36.

34

Ibid., 29.

35

Ibid., 36. According to the Cowells, “To give all his [Ives] time to music [after graduating from Yale]
was a real temptation, but George Ives’ son was only too well aware that a musician, no matter how
practical a man he might be, would always have trouble providing for his family.”
36

Burkholder, Ives and His World, 204.

37

Stuart Feder, The Life of Charles Ives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 116.

9

American Transcendentalism in the Concord Sonata
Because of its subject and the accompanying Essays Before a Sonata, the
Concord Sonata has typically been labeled a transcendental work. The degree to which
transcendentalism influenced Ives’s philosophy is unknown. Burkholder has made the
argument in Charles Ives: The Ideas Behind the Music that Ives was more influenced by
his father and later by his wife Harmony than by the works of Emerson. As Ives worked
in insurance during his most active years as a composer he inevitably experienced
relative musical isolation. In American transcendentalism Ives discovered likemindedness and a reason to continue composing even without the recognition he desired.
This allowed for a certain freedom of expression, as Ives did not have to conform to
music tastes of the period in order to make a living.
According to Burkholder, Ives related to both Emerson and Thoreau through their
writings. Ives identified with Emerson’s “emphasis on individual intuition” and
empathized with Thoreau’s “retreat from society into a solitary communion with nature
and his own thoughts” to continue his philosophical work uninterrupted.38 Burkholder
argues that Ives turned to the transcendental scholars as a means of justifying his own
artistic philosophy and that we should not view transcendentalism as the foundation of
the Concord Sonata or his other mature works but rather as a part of Ives’s fully formed
musical beliefs and philosophies.39
The transcendental movement can be traced back to Ralph Waldo Emerson and
Bronson Alcott in 1836. These two men, along with Frederic Hedge (a Unitarian

38

Burkholder, The Ideas Behind the Music, 108

39

Ibid., 109.

10

minister), were among the first members of the Concord Transcendental Society, which
was initially an homage to Immanuel Kant.40 The club, which was also called “The
Hedge Club” and “Symposium” by Alcott, later included some of the most influential
thinkers of the period such as Orestes Brownson, Christopher Cranch, Jones Very,
Elizabeth Peabody, Margaret Fuller, Elizabeth Hoar, and of course Emerson, Hawthorne,
Alcott, and Thoreau.41
The Concord Sonata is a serious and contemplative work and can be viewed as a
reaction to the changes Ives saw taking place within early twentieth-century American
society. More than homage to the transcendentalists of Concord, the Sonata highlights the
transcendentalists relevance as “thinkers, writers, and social activists” within early
twentieth-century American culture.42 Ives constructs an elaborate program in Essays,
reflecting his interpretation of the four transcendental scholars’ activities within the town
of Concord.43 Many of the themes within the transcendentalist’s writings are explored by
Ives programmatically, sometimes turned into musical motives, in the Concord Sonata.

40

Madelon Bedell, The Alcotts: Biography of a Family (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., 1980), 115–
116; Samuel A. Schreiner Jr., The Concord Quartet: Alcott, Emerson, Hawthorne, Thoreau and the
Friendship that Freed the American Mind (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2006), 49.
41

Schreiner, The Concord Quartet, 49. Hawthorne was always invited to participate in these societies but
rarely attended their “meetings.”
42
43

Phillip F. Gura, American Transcendentalism: A History (New York: Hill and Wang, 2007), 4.

Emerson, Alcott, and Thoreau were very active within the community and Lyceum as public speakers
(Schreiner, The Concord Quartet, 131. Emerson was curator of the Concord Lyceum and opened “the
doors to a lecture on slavery by . . . abolitionist Wendell Phillip Holmes” in 1845). Hawthorne, always
slightly apart from the others, held government jobs when not writing, one of these being a prestigious post
at the American consulate in the British city of Liverpool. Ultimately, Hawthorne’s transcendentalist peers
rejected his political beliefs when in 1853 he became a supporter of then presidential candidate, Franklin
Pierce (Ibid., 153–176).

11

The transcendentalists’ emphasis on nature, often as a metaphor for God, made
the movement highly relevant during the early part of the twentieth century.
Transcendentalism had begun just as the United States was experiencing one of the most
productive periods in its history. Cities doubled in size, trains connected parts of the
country that previously would have taken months to reach, yet the transcendentalists
focused primarily on nature, both human and physical, not man-made development to
contemplate the deepest answers of existence.44
Ives uses the example of Thoreau’s Walden to illustrate the transcendentalists’
reassessment of the value of nature. Thoreau’s time spent at Walden Pond is considered
an experiment that sought to discover whether man in the new industrial age was still
capable of living “deliberately, [and] to front only the essential facts of life.”45 In 1843
tracks were laid for a new train that was to run near the edge of Walden Pond. Thoreau
believed the train to be the archetype of materialism, its sound invading his dreams.46
Thoreau uses the sounds of the distant train to contrast the machine and nature:
I hear the iron horse make the hills echo with his snort like thunder,
shaking the earth with his feet, and breathing fire and smoke from
his nostrils (what kind of winged horse or fiery dragon they will put
into the new Mythology I don’t know), it seems as if the earth had
got a race now worthy to inhabit it.47
Nostalgia is also a common theme in the transcendentalist’s writings; Hawthorne,
for example, sets many of his novels in his childhood home of Salem, Massachusetts. The
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House of the Seven Gables (1851) served as a symbol of man’s wrongdoing through
generations of unbridled selfish behavior, acts punished by nature. The Scarlet Letter
(1850) uses the historical background of the Salem Witch Trials; magic is embodied in
Hester Prynne’s young daughter and nature becomes personified in their exile. In Essays,
Ives tells us that inspiration for his “Hawthorne” movement came from a desire to
“suggest some of his [Hawthorne’s] wilder, fantastical adventures into the half-childlike,
half-fairylike phantasmal realms,” meaning that nature is a part of the symbolic program
of the second movement.48

Nostalgia and Modernism
As scholars have noted, nostalgia is an important feature of Ives’s borrowing
practice, but what does nostalgia mean to Ives, and what past is he trying to recapture?
Perhaps one of the reasons why the symbolic program of the Concord Sonata has
received less attention than it deserves is that so much of the program is implied. From
the title we are given what may seem like a clear vision of the nostalgic past Ives is trying
to recreate because he is specific in his timeframe (Piano Sonata No. 2 “Concord, Mass.,
1840–1860”). Yet, the people to whom the work is dedicated—Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Nathanial Hawthorne, the Alcott family of Bronson Alcott, his wife and four daughters,
and Henry David Thoreau—all explored complex, contemporary issues in their writings.
In referencing these various individuals Ives makes clear that his depiction of a specific
time and place will, directly or indirectly, deal with some of these issues. Intentionally or
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not, Ives also references contemporaneous debates about slavery, inequality, and
religion—all topics that feature in these transcendental scholars’ essays.
The term nostalgia comes from the Greek nostos (return to home) and algos
(suffering).49 During the sixteenth century, nostalgia was a term for illness akin to a
severe form of homesickness while in the twentieth century the definition covers “a full
range [of emotions], from dabs of wistfulness to depths of loss.”50 Historically, nostalgia
has been used periodically by politicians to form a collective agreement over a diverse
body of people in the hopes of swaying national feelings over issues such as war, health,
and national policy.51 Music has also played a role within this context, as parlor songs,
minstrel shows, church music, and camp-meetings were all capable, at one time, of
reaching entire groups of people effectively.52
Nostalgia can be seen as antithetical to the ethos of the modernist era, which saw
a rise in the American middle-class and the growing independence of the individual.
During this period, nostalgia denoted a desire to return to a former ideal in which
communities were united. Scholars such as Laura L. Lovett and Lawrence Levine believe
that modernism’s negative effects included a distancing from one’s heritage and therefore
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belief systems which resulted in corruption, greed, and estrangement from the perceived
virtues of one’s youth.53 In her book Conceiving the Future, Lovett describes a shift in
the United States during this period “to a consumer society [where] the impact of images,
ideals, and education on personal preferences and opinions” which caused many
Americans to worry that the rise of modernism would result in isolation and separation
from the ideals that the country had been founded upon.54
There is much speculation by researchers about Ives’s attitudes towards the new
modernist era. He worked in New York but composed in relative isolation. Both he and
his wife enjoyed the country and after 1912 spent their summers and later their retirement
in West Redding, Connecticut.55 Ives’s nephew described the town as a very happy place
for the Ives family.56 In his essay “Innovation and Nostalgia: Ives, Mahler, and the
Origins of Twentieth-Century Modernism,” Leon Botstein symbolically equates Ives’s
modernity with New York City while nostalgia is represented through Ives’s retreat to his
57

home in West Redding.

Although Ives’s compositions display modernist tendencies,

Botstein finds that Ives was suspicious of modernity and this stemmed “from a concern
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for the vanishing landscape and the future of democracy.”58 According to Botstein, Ives
desired to communicate music located in a nostalgic past because he believed that music
in the period of his youth “meant more and enriched lives significantly.”59 However, this
statement does not explain the appearance of popular song and hymns within Ives’s
highly advanced, avant-garde musical language.
David Metzer has diagnosed Ives’s quotation of tunes popular in New England
during his childhood as a key feature of his nostalgic instinct. In his essay, “Childhood
and Nostalgia,” Metzer discusses the importance of the extramusical associations of
Ives’s borrowings. Metzer argues that a borrowed melody “transports the weighty
cultural discourses of the borrowed work into the new one” but that the listener must be
familiar with the borrowed material to be impacted by its extramusical associations.60
This claim by Metzer, which fully acknowledges the rich cultural meanings that such
quotations bring to Ives’s music, stands as an important justification for the analysis in
this thesis. The borrowed material in the Concord Sonata is extremely varied, from an
“Ethiopian” song by Stephen Foster to the opening theme from Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony. Not all of the borrowed melodies in the Concord Sonata are easily
identifiable, but numerous cases have been discussed, both by Ives himself and scholars.
Ives never labeled himself as a modernist composer; his expansion of
conventional forms of tonality was not motivated by the drive for novelty, which he
described as the difference between “substance” (the spiritual content of the work) and
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“manner” (the means of its expression).61 In fact, his experiments with quarter-tones had
begun as a child: his father George Ives was the first source of these activities.62 The
current of nostalgia perplexed even Ives’s contemporaries—Nicolas Slonimsky is
recorded as saying Ives’s music was “unlike any ‘modern’ music of the day. It could not
be fitted into any category.”63 In order to understand the Concord Sonata as
simultaneously a reaction to modernism and an embrace of nostalgia we must thoroughly
investigate the American popular melodies and hymns Ives employs in the work. This
thesis contributes to such an endeavor. However, it should be noted that
transcendentalism itself should not be considered a part of a nostalgic past, since for Ives
the writings of Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott, and Thoreau had bearing in the early
twentieth century.

Thesis Overview
In this thesis I argue that Ives’s choices of musically borrowed material
symbolically reflect two things. I posit that Ives believed the writings of the
transcendental scholars were relevant in the modernist era. As a result, he chooses to
symbolically represent various aspects of their transcendental teachings through his
musical borrowings. Secondly, I argue that such inclusions point not only to the
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relevance of the transcendental teachings within contemporaneous twentieth-century
debates but also to Ives’s personal life, beliefs, and philosophy as established through a
close reading of Memos and Essays. The nostalgia of the Concord Sonata does not, I will
argue, reflect a desire to return to the antebellum period, which had its own social
problems, but rather offers a celebration of critical thoughts that challenged conventions.
It is undisputed that the Concord Sonata is a programmatic work because of what
is written in Essays Before a Sonata, but the rich symbolism Ives provides has led
scholars to offer differing opinions about what this program might be. Almost all of the
aforementioned scholarship on the Concord Sonata focuses on Ives’s modes of
borrowing without surveying the extramusical associations of the borrowed melodies for
their cultural significance. One study, Ken Emerson’s Doo-dah: Stephen Foster and the
Rise of American Popular Culture, does however provide a useful consideration of the
cultural associations of “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground,” the Stephen Foster song
quoted in the fourth movement, “Thoreau.” Yet Emerson’s research does not explore the
extramusical associations of the song and how this might influence a reading of the final
movement of the Concord Sonata. It is these omissions that this thesis addresses, moving
beyond musical analysis of the borrowed melody and its use to examine the cultural
implications and extramusical associations implied by Ives’s choice of quotations.
The first chapter of this thesis explores what Ives terms the human-faithmelody—a musical motif that is used in all four movements of the Sonata but is featured
heavily in the third movement, “The Alcotts.” Contained within this theme are references
to two hymns, possibly alluding to changing Protestant values in both the antebellum
period and the early twentieth-century. In this chapter I analyze the text of the hymns to
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show their accordance with transcendental philosophy. The second chapter examines
Ives’s program for the Concord Sonata, demonstrating how he superimposes himself
onto the creative world of the transcendental scholars. Because of his musical isolation,
Ives attempts to escape his own period and finds solace in creating “memory-wordpictures”; vivid character descriptions and scenes symbolically represented through
motives and quotations.64 The third chapter examines the Sonata’s nostalgia as idealism.
Ives’s quotation of a minstrel song within the context of “Thoreau” raises a number of
issues and questions in regards to choices of musical borrowing. As Henry David
Thoreau and Stephen Foster have very few similarities, this last chapter will explore the
cultural associations of Ives’s musical borrowing choices in the final movement and their
impact on symbolic meaning in the Concord Sonata.
We have in Essays and the Concord Sonata a rare opportunity to explore a
symbolic program that is associated with a curious portion of American history. Essays
Before a Sonata provides a rich source to gauge the influence and impact of nostalgia,
transcendentalism, and modernism on Ives’s compositional style in the Concord Sonata.
At times, Ives’s written language is difficult and convoluted, but as John Kirkpatrick
affectionately said, “he bestows the privilege of a great unfolding, demanding a steady
growth toward the horizon of the unknown.”65 Through analyzing American ideology of
the early twentieth century we can reach a more nuanced understanding of Ives’s musical
language and borrowing practice.
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Chapter 1
The Human-Faith-Melody: A Transcendental Message
through Hymnody

According to early twentieth-century and modern scholars, Ives’s self-labeled
human-faith-melody—the theme that unifies the Concord Sonata—borrows from two
hymns, “Martyn” and “Missionary Chant.”66 Surprisingly, today’s leading Ives scholars,
including J. Peter Burkholder and Geoffrey Block, have not considered the extramusical
associations of these hymns, nor attempted to understand why these hymns might have
been chosen for a work about the transcendentalists. Ives’s decision to borrow from
hymnody within the Concord Sonata originated from a personal interest in sacred music,
but it also reflects the early twentieth-century societal conflict between science and
religion present during the time of the Sonata’s composition. This chapter aims to show
that Ives uses the extramusical associations of the hymns quoted within the human-faithmelody to communicate the spirit of transcendentalism and illustrate his own faith.

Borrowings in the human-faith-melody
The theme that Ives refers to in Essays Before a Sonata as the human-faithmelody appears in its most obvious guise at the opening and close of the third movement,
“The Alcotts,” but is also heard as interpolations throughout the previous two movements
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and in the optional flute part of “Thoreau.”67 Ives attempts to convey his profound
religious emotion—a message of comfort and hope—that is “transcendent and
sentimental enough for the enthusiast or the cynic.”68 Ives explains, rather ambiguously,
that the human-faith-melody is meant to represent “faith,” but leaves his reader and
listener alike to define the specific message. However, we can only assume, considering
this to be a work dedicated to the transcendentalists, that Ives’s message through the
human-faith-melody is meant to symbolically represent not only Ives’s attitude towards
faith but also the placement of faith within the transcendentalist’s writings and beliefs.
The complete human-faith-melody, found at the close of the third movement is
mostly original material but when it appears in the previous two movements, it almost
always appears as a four-note motif.69 This motif is a borrowing that resembles three
different sources: two hymns, Simeon B. Marsh’s “Martyn” (“Jesus, Love of My Soul”),
text by Charles Wesley (1740), Charles Zeuner’s “Missionary Hymn” (“Ye Christian
heralds, go, proclaim”), composed in 1838, words by Bourne H. Draper (1797), and the
opening four-note motive from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. The main motif from
Beethoven’s Piano Sonata, Opus 106, “Hammerklavier,” also appears as part of the latter
half of the theme.70 The complete human-faith-melody is shown in Figure 2; the four-
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note motif in question is represented by an asterisk. This four-note motif is also found at
the beginning of “The Alcott Theme,” transposed, in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Ives, “The Alcott Theme,” in Piano Sonata No. 2 (“Concord, Mass., 1840–
1860) 2nd ed. (Associated Music Publishers, 1947), Page 53, System 1.

Figure 2: Ives, The human-faith-melody in Piano Sonata No. 2 (“Concord, Mass.,
1840–1860) 2nd ed. (Associated Music Publishers, 1947), Page 57, System 3–4.

The borrowings in the human-faith-melody’s four-note motif have been widely
debated by scholars. Because Beethoven is mentioned multiple times by Ives in Essays
Before a Sonata and the hymn-tunes by Zeuner and Marsh are not mentioned at all, the
natural conclusion drawn by many scholars is that these hymns are less significant than
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the Beethoven Fifth quotation. However, as with many of the borrowings in the Concord
Sonata and Ives’s other works, neither “Missionary Chant” nor “Martyn” was ever
named by Ives in the program notes, Essays, or Memos, but they are accepted in the Ives
literature today and can be found in the companions to Ives’s complete list of borrowings,
including John Kirkpatrick’s Catalogue.71 Interestingly, it was not Kirkpatrick or the
Cowells who first discovered the “Missionary Chant” borrowing in the Concord Sonata,
but an anonymous critic from the Musical Courier in 1921. The critic did not receive the
Concord Sonata warmly and said: Charles Zeuner would be “scandalized could he see his
tune all undressed, as Charles has used it, with no proper bars nor time nor anythin’.”72 It
is noteworthy that this anonymous critic was able to hear the hymn tune immediately; in
fact, the critic was not sure if the borrowing had been made “consciously or
unconsciously.”73 This indicates three things about Ives’s compositional style: firstly, that
hymns were undoubtedly recognizable to listeners during this period; secondly, that
hymns carry an intimate meaning for the individual, otherwise the anonymous critic
would not have been so offended upon hearing it within the schema of the Concord
Sonata; and thirdly, that borrowing during this period was unusual, at least to the extent
in which Ives incorporates vernacular and hymn-tune melodies within his compositions.
Consequently, a hymn carries extramusical associations which may or may not, given the
listener’s familiarity with hymns, also carry association with the hymn’s text.
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Musicologist Geoffrey Block had argued that the Beethoven Fifth motif is the
most important of the quoted sources in the “The Alcotts” movement of the Concord
Sonata and that the hymns “Missionary Chant” and “Martyn” were chosen “for their
musical properties which link them to Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.”74 The four-note
motif at various points in the Sonata, depending on the contextual material, tempo, and
texture, carries more association with the Beethoven Fifth motif than with the opening of
the hymns. This duality of the quotation has confused and intrigued scholars. It is true
that Ives writes at length in Essays of his admiration for Beethoven. In particular, Ives
describes the human-faith-melody as a tune the “Concord bards are ever playing while
they pound away at the immensities with a Beethoven-like sublimnity, and with, may we
say, a vehemence and perseverance, for that part of greatness is not so difficult to
emulate.”75 As Figure 3, 4, and 5 demonstrate, both hymns do indeed resemble the fournote motif from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, although “Missionary Chant” has an
extension of the mediant and “Martyn” requires an alternate reading of the rhythm.
Despite Ives’s description of the human-faith-melody through a reference to
Beethoven, if we believe that these hymns were chosen solely based on Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony we refute the importance of hymns throughout the Concord Sonata and Ives’s
oeuvre as a whole and assume the extramusical associations of these two specific hymnquotations to be insignificant. Additionally, the four-note quotation found in “The Alcott
Theme” and the human-faith-melody is not in any of the original three sources’ key
signatures and it is also presented at a slower tempo than Beethoven’s Symphony
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(moderately versus Beethoven’s marking Allegro con brio).76 This feature, as well as the
chordal structure, means that the opening phrase presents more similarities with the
hymns than with the Beethoven Fifth motif. Furthermore, if we note the language Ives
uses when describing the symbolic nature of the human-faith-melody, he romantically
refers to the transcendental scholars—Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott, and Thoreau—as
“bards.”77 Ives uses a sound image, that of Beethoven, to describe to his listener the
importance of the transcendental scholars’ writings. The act of writing is exchanged with
the act of listening; the written works of the “Concord bards” become synonymous with
musical composition, validating Ives’s dedication of a musical work to men of literature.
Ives compares the “Concord bards” to the German master, saying that they each were
great men, so much so that it was “not so difficult [for them] to emulate” Beethoven’s
genius as they were each geniuses themselves. I believe this is Ives’s way of elevating the
transcendental scholars’ work above Beethoven. The symbolic nature of the four men
takes precedence over the symbolism of the Beethoven Fifth motif.

Figure 3: Opening motif from Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony
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Figure 4: Excerpt from “Missionary Chant” (“Ye Christian Heralds, Go,
Proclaim”)

Figure 5: Excerpt from “Martyn” (“Jesus, Lover of My Soul”)

Transcendental Hymnody
The art of hymnody seems to have sparked the creative interest of Ives as a young
man, an interest he carried with him well into his revision period. In 1902, Ives tendered
his resignation as organist for the Center Church on the Green, a position he had held for
fifteen years, and began a career as an insurance man.78 This marked the end of his career
as a professional musician and his acceptance of the advice of his late father, who had
said, “A man could keep his music interest stronger, cleaner, bigger and freer if he didn’t
try to make a living at it.”79 Henceforth, Ives composed only in private during his spare
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time, producing a steady output of works over the next sixteen years.80 According to the
Cowells, Ives had always enjoyed experimenting with hymn-tunes: as a church organist
at the Center Church he would sometimes play “the same old hymns the same old way . .
. [and] in spite of his best intentions, [insert] a dissonant note.”81 Similarly Ives’s mature
compositions often borrow hymn-tunes. Perhaps these hymns held personal
significance—certainly Ives was familiar with their melodies and texts, as he had played
them frequently throughout his young career.
According to Ives’s nephew, Brewster Ives, Charles and Harmony were religious
and Ives was a devout Protestant all of his life.82 Harmony was the daughter of a minister
and Ives came from a musical family: his father had served as a Civil War band leader
and later as a music teacher in Danbury.83 His grandmother had also been a soloist in the
Danbury church choir.84 Further evidence that hymnody was a part of Ives’s early musicmaking comes from a letter he received from a former resident of Danbury by the name
of May Benedict Walsh in 1939. She remembered Ives as a young boy at the Baptist
church in Danbury playing the organ and singing with her in the choir.85 Additionally,
Ives seems to have regarded hymns as an important part of the American musical diet. In
a response to folk-artist John A. Lomax, who had written Ives for some folk-song
suggestions for an upcoming project, Ives tells Lomax that “some of the old hymns and
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religious [tunes] are almost a part of this country’s folk music[,] . . . they have grown into
the lives of many people in certain sections of the country.”86 In his own writing of the
Concord Sonata, Ives acknowledges that hymns carry intimate meanings and may be
used to strengthen familiar bonds. In Essays, Ives indicates the importance of hymns
where he describes the Alcott family’s home:
under the elms—the Scotch songs and the family hymns that
were sung at the end of each day… a strength of hope that
never gives way to despair—a conviction in the power of the
common soul which, when all is said and done, may be as
87
typical as any theme of Concord and its Transcendentalists.
People often have powerful personal associations with hymns; next to nursery
rhymes, those that have grown up in a religious community have experienced this music
frequently and from a young age. Just like secular music, hymns go through periods of
popularity. In particular, many early hymn texts are set with outdated English and are no
longer found in modern hymnbooks. Likewise, there are multiple hymns to reflect the
same day or season of the Christian calendar, meaning that some hymns are abandoned
while those favored by the minister or church musician are retained. All of this
considered, a quotation from a hymn that is well known within one’s community can be
extremely powerful. Ives’s contemporaries would have likely recalled the hymns in
question, even as they are less known today. Nevertheless, as evocative as hymns may be,
they can be difficult to use as musical themes. Burkholder has argued:
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Ives understood that hymn tunes do not make good themes.
The short phrases, plain rhythm, simple harmony, frequent
cadences, and melodic and rhythmic repetition that make a
hymn tune emotionally powerful and easy to sing make it a
poor way to start a piece in a classical form and a poor stimulus
for further development.88
Given the fact that Ives chose to open “The Alcotts” movement with a theme sharing
similarities with two hymns, it would seem that Ives had a strong connection with both
“Martyn” and “Missionary Chant.” “Martyn” also appears in the second movement,
“Hawthorne,” but not in conjunction with the human-faith-melody; this will be discussed
in the following chapter.
Hymns have often been over-looked by music scholars and critics because of their
sacred nature and the belief that because of their limited structure and recurrent sacred
themes, they are somehow a lesser art form. Others have criticized the poetry of
hymnody, seeing its emphasis on religious subject matter rather than the poetic quality as
a weakness. These critics see hymns as musically and poetically limited, responding only
to religious emotion, and as David Cecil has claimed in the “Preface” to The Oxford Book
of Christian Verse (1940), they do not “provide a free vehicle for the expression of the
poet’s imagination, his intimate soul.”89 Cecil further writes:
There are constraints on the subject-matter: the hymn is not
expected to sow doubt in the mind of the singer, or produce
complex and contradictory emotions, or express frustration,
anxiety or confusion. Hymns do not often use irony, that
commonest of twentieth-century modes; instead they express
assurance and banish doubt ('Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine').
Hymns of this kind seem very simple, not only in metre and
image, but in their whole mode of operation. Apart from the
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portrayals of the Crucifixion, there does not seem much
awareness, in hymnody, of misery and suffering, of the great
dilemmas of the human situation, of the most serious problems
of tragic art and human life, of the greatness and wretchedness
of the human condition.90
Ives’s inclusion of hymn-tunes and their associated text within the Concord
Sonata indicates an underlying transcendental message. The common misconception that
hymns are restricted because their poetry is accompanied by music may prove true in
certain contexts but within the Concord Sonata, when the melody is recognized the text
of the hymn becomes an extramusical association.
As hymns must follow a highly conventional song form that must adhere to rules
of meter, stanza organization, repetition, chorus, and four-part voice writing, word-choice
becomes a powerful tool in the writing of hymn verse. The opening line of a hymn has
the responsibility to command the attention of a congregation. For example, “Martyn”
begins:
Jesus, Lover of my soul, let me to thy bosom fly
“The Alcotts” movement of the Concord Sonata adapts this key feature of
hymnody by opening with the same simple musical language of the hymns that
commands the attention of the audience. The use of the Holy name to open “Martyn” is
an example of such a construction; it is very commonly used in hymnody because it is so
effective. This is what scholar J. R. Watson, a leader in the scholarship surrounding
hymns as works of poetry, deems a “floating signifier.”91 Additionally, the opening of
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“The Alcotts” movement is a stark contrast to what we have heard previously. The
listener hears the hymn undecorated, thus calling attention to itself because of its textural
difference from the previous movements of the Sonata.
The musical simplicity with which Ives chose to open “The Alcotts” movement
allows the listener the freedom to hear not only the melodic reference but the poetic
reference as well. Each of the opening-melodic notes from “The Alcott Theme”
represents the syllabic structure of a hymn’s text, placing further emphasis on the opening
line of either “Missionary Chant” or “Martyn,” depending on the listener’s personal
perception of which hymn has been iterated.
Hymns are most often referred to by the first line of their text—“Jesus, lover of
my soul,” rather than “Martyn,” or “Ye Christian heralds, go, proclaim,” instead of
“Missionary Chant”—and both “Martyn” and “Missionary Chant” have alternate texts
associated with the music. In all of the research done on the Concord Sonata, “Jesus,
Lover of My Soul” and “Ye Christian Heralds, Go, Proclaim” are the texts found in
conjunction with the tunes “Martyn” and “Missionary Chant.” It is important to clarify
which of these hymns are the recognized standard in the Concord Sonata literature; if we
read “Martyn” with its original text “Mary at her Saviour’s Tomb,” we have a story about
the Resurrection rather than a personal declaration of one’s love for Jesus Christ. 92 The
ability to have more than one text associated with a single tune harkens back to the
convention of syllabic form text. Both “Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” and “Mary at her
Saviour’s Tomb” follow a 7.7.7.7 syllable form, which is known to be one of the “freer
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and more flexible stanza forms used in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.”

93

Comparatively, “Missionary Chant” follows a rhyming couplet form in the Long Metre
(L. M.) of 8.8.8.8, which according to Watson is very different in character:
By lengthening the two shorter lines by one foot (or two
syllables), it changes the whole range of possibilities, because
each line is now long enough to take a proposition by itself . . .
each of these lines contains a main verb, and could (except for
the last one) stand by itself.94
The text that accompanies “Missionary Chant,” “Ye Christian Heralds, Go,
Proclaim,” uses transcendental imagery, in particular, violent nature imagery as a
metaphor for the power of God. “Ye Christian Heralds, Go, Proclaim,” or “Missionary
Chant,” as the title suggests, is a hymn about spreading the gospel. The text indicates that
Jesus will shield his disciples with a “wall of fire” against temptation but also that each
Christian is a missionary and must overcome such metaphorical obstacles as to “bid
raging winds their fury cease/ and hush the tempest into peace.”95 These images reflect
the great passion each Christian feels within when proclaiming his or her faith, but they
also reflect the transcendental idea that man is brought to his deepest contemplation while
exploring the beauties and power of nature.96 The first stanza of “Missionary Chant”
opens with such a reference to nature: “To distant climes the tidings bear/ And plant the
Rose of Sharon there.” This particular reference is significant, for God is metaphorically
represented through the autumn crocus, or, rose of Sharon: a flower that can live through
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cold weather and drought, surviving great hardship.97 The reference appears only twice in
the bible and is specifically called the “rose of Sharon” in the Song of Solomon 2:1,
posing an interesting intertextuality between “Missionary Chant” and the Concord
Sonata.
I am the rose of Shâŕ-on, and the lily of the valleys.
Perhaps this reference to the Song of Solomon was part of the appeal of
“Missionary Chant” for Ives: this book, of course, was a lyric poem originally meant to
be sung.98 The poem is a series of monologues, dialogues, and choruses of mainly female
characters exploring the delights of courtship, marriage, and consummation both marital
and pre-marital. Early Christians have interpreted this book as an allegorical story of love
between Christ and the soul of man; Song of Solomon 2:1 falls within a dialogue that
takes place in a garden which is symbolically linked with love because of a garden’s
natural process of flowering and growth.99 The reference to the rose of Sharon within the
context of “Ye Christian Heralds” suggests not only that a relationship between God and
man is felt more deeply in nature but also that one would pass through great natural
hardships to proclaim this relationship.
“Jesus, Lover of My Soul” also illustrates another topic meaningful to
transcendentalists: the denunciation of materialism, which, just like “Ye Christian
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Heralds, Go, Proclaim,” is emphasized through scriptural references. When in the first
verse Wesley writes, “While the billows near me roll/ While the tempest still is high,”
this is actually a reference to Matthew 8: 23–27 and the story of the calming of the
waters. Wesley writes in the third verse, “Heal the sick, and lead the blind” which infers
both Mark 2: 6–12 and Mark 7: 31–37. Both of these biblical references suggest the
image of Christ and miracles, actions that convinced his followers of his divine being.
Wesley’s second verse, “Cover my defenseless head/ With the shadow of thy wing,”
draws on Matthew 23:37:
O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and
stonest them which are sent unto thee, how often would I have
gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her
chickens under her wings, and ye would not.
In this passage the people of Jerusalem have rejected the Messiah to follow the
rule of the Pharisee’s.100 The Pharisees have concerned themselves with wealth and
status, adorning their prayer boxes (phylacteries) with long tassels so as to draw attention
to their own power and importance, detracting from the word of God. Christ uses the
Pharisees own hypocrisy about religious spectacle and self-exaltation to contrast with his
own teachings of truth, equality, and humility.101 The message of Matthew 23:9–12 is
that material wealth and adornment are unnecessary as they do not lead to a more
spiritually fulfilled life. The text expands upon this idea further: “and whosoever shall
exalt himself shall be abased: and he that shall humble himself shall be exalted.” This
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was a common theme for Bronson Alcott, who, in the introduction to Conversations with
Children on the Gospels (1836–37), attempts to define what our true aims should be as a
society:
Human Culture is the art of revealing to a man the true Idea of
his Being – his endowments – his possessions – and of fitting
him to use these for the growth, renewal, and perfection of his
Spirit.102
The scriptural references from the text of both “Jesus, Lover of My Soul,” and
“Ye Christian Heralds, Go, Proclaim” may not have been lost on a nineteenth-century
audience. Wesley’s hymn, in particular, written in the eighteenth century, was sung by an
audience that may not have been literate, as a result, even those that could not read would
still be able to “turn a phrase” from the Bible.103 According to Watson, borrowing within
hymnody, or intertextuality, was not a new art but had been practiced by many skilled
hymn writers—Charles Wesley is considered one of the most successful hymn writers for
using this practice.104 When a hymn uses scripture in its text, both the original scripture
and its context within the hymn are understood, provided one understands the reference.
Thus a hymn using such intertextuality has the ability to momentarily transport the
listener to the borrowed scriptures’ meaning, conveyance, or personal association. Within
the human-faith-melody, both the borrowing of the melodic content of the hymn, its text,
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and the associated scriptural message are implied. This message recurs throughout all
four movements of the Concord Sonata.105

Conflict between Science and Religion
Ives’s music is best known for its most radical and modern features, reflecting in
sound the era’s swift technological and societal development. Yet the nature of the hymntune borrowings, although contemporary within religious communities of the early
twentieth century, harkens back to a much older music tradition. Ives’s decision to
include “Martyn” and “Missionary Chant” as a part of his human-faith-melody may
symbolically reflect Ives’s need to contemplate traditional values during the developing
conflict within the religious and scientific communities of the early twentieth century.
In 1900, at the close of the Victorian era, Gregor Mendel’s experiments with
genetic crosses from the 1860s were rediscovered, providing the “missing-link” to
Charles Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection. Thus, biologists re-ignited the debate
between the scientific and religious communities that had begun in 1859 with the
publication of Darwin’s The Origins of Species—over whether or not the goal of the
whole evolutionary process was indeed teleological. 106 According to Peter J. Bowler,
these scientific debates contributed to the breakdown of the Victorians’ faith in
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progress.

107

If we accept that this debate impacted early twentieth-century Americans,

then this debate may well have caused Ives to question his own religious faith.
It is my belief that Ives found parallels between the transcendental movement and
these debates. Emerson in particular had abandoned conventional religious practices to
define his own spirituality. Tired of much of the doctrine surrounding Christian faith,
Emerson sought to challenge convention and question activities such as communion.108 In
addition, Emerson had abandoned his post as pastor of the prestigious Second Church of
Boston in 1832.109 Many of his contemporaries saw this act as Emerson denouncing his
faith; this speculation could not be further from the truth. Emerson soon set sail for
Europe where he met the progressive Unitarian Minister Frederic Hedge who introduced
him to the works of Immanuel Kant.110 Emerson’s journal throughout this period
illustrates how deeply he contemplated the idea of faith, religious doctrine, and a
relationship with God. Emerson set down his thoughts on what he believed to be a new
revolution in religious thought:
There is a revolution of religious opinion taking effect around
us, as it seems to me the greatest of all revolutions which have
ever occurred; that, namely, which has separated the individual
from the whole world, and made him demand a faith
satisfactory to his own proper nature, whose full extent he now
for the first time contemplates. A little while ago men were
supposed to be saved or lost as one race. Adam was the federal
head, and his sin a federal sin, which cut off the hopes of his
posterity. The atoning blood of Christ again was sacrifice for
all, by which the divine vengeance was averted from you and
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me. But now man begins to hear a voice that fills the heavens
and earth, saying that God is within him; that there is the
celestial host. I find this amazing revelation of my immediate
relation to God a solution to all the doubts that oppressed me. I
recognize the distinction of the outer and inner self; the double
consciousness that, within this erring, passionate, mortal self,
sits a supreme, calm, immortal mind, whose powers I do not
know, but it is stronger than I; it is wiser than I; it never
approved me in any wrong; I seek counsel of it in my
undertakings. It seems to me the face which the Creator
uncovers to his child. It is the perception of this depth in
human nature, this infinitude belonging to every man that has
been born, which has given a new value to the habits of
reflection and solitude. In this doctrine, as deeply felt by him,
is the key by which the words that fell from Christ upon the
character of God can alone be well and truly explained. ‘The
Father is in me: I am the Father, yet the Father is greater than
I.’111
Whether this particular journal entry was known to Ives or not, Ives believed
strongly in what he called “Emerson’s revelations.”112 These revelations are an
extramusical association in the human-faith-melody and in particular, through the fournote motif that recurs throughout the Concord Sonata. In the following passage Ives
explains the impact of Emerson’s writings on his own creation of the four-note motif
from the human-faith-melody. Ives writes:
There is an ‘oracle’ at the beginning of the Fifth Symphony; in
those four notes lies one of Beethoven’s greatest messages. We
would place its translation above the relentlessness of fate
knocking at the door, above the greater human message of
destiny, and strive to bring it towards the spiritual message of
Emerson’s revelations. 113
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Again, Ives uses the sound-image of Beethoven to communicate Emerson’s
spiritual message. Emerson’s emphasis on the individual relationship with God may have
validated Ives’s faith during a period in American history where religion was changing
significantly. Ives found comfort in Emerson’s words as they confirm the individual’s
spiritual connection with God away from society, doctrine, and in his own period,
abandonment of religion in the favor of science altogether. The hymns resonate with
transcendental messages; Ives calls upon hymns to evoke a sense of comfort, familiarity,
and justification of his spiritual message. The human-faith-melody is man’s “strength of
hope that never gives way to despair—a conviction in the power of the common soul,”
which speaks to Emerson’s commitment that “The Father is in me: I am the Father, yet
the Father is greater than I.”

114

*
The assessment, by an anonymous writer of the eighteenth century, that hymns do
not inspire “surprise or delight” could not be further from the truth. “Jesus, Lover of my
Soul,” and “Ye Christian Heralds, Go, Proclaim” are revolutionary when considering the
history of Protestant hymnody. Both of these songs are among the second generation of
hymns to appear in the United States. Until the beginning of the eighteenth century in
England and her colonies, psalms were the accepted music of the Church of England. The
Calvinists’ position on psalms disallowed poetic alterations when translating from the
original Hebrew text. According to scholar Henry Foote, the psalms remained strict,
metrical, translations because they “were conceived to be the literal word of God,
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therefore they were superior to any hymns of “humane composure,” and any translator
who detracted from, added to, or departed from the true meaning of the original was
tampering with the revealed Word.”115 The evolution of hymnody ultimately allowed the
hymn-writer poetic opportunities to explore religious emotion, faith, and the teachings
found in the Bible without restraint, even when considering its application to a predefined musical form.
The texture of “The Alcotts” movement is musically simple. Its easily discernible
melodic line provides a sense of comfort for those familiar with the art of hymnody.
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The placement of the hymns within the human-faith-melody is not coincidental or
arbitrary, nor have they been chosen on the basis of their musical relation to Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony alone. The great esteem to which Ives held Emerson seems to be
symbolically represented by hymnody and makes it impossible to dismiss the likelihood
that Ives had a personal connection with these particular tunes. It is not known whether
Ives was aware of the complete intertextual history of “Jesus, Lover of My Soul” and “Ye
Christian Heralds.” However, hymns must be examined for both their text and music
combined. Although there is no part for optional voice in the Concord Sonata, the texts
of the hymns are implied when the listener grasps the borrowing.
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Chapter 2
Ives’s Symbolic Program: Portrait of an Artist in Concord,
Massachusetts

Using motives to communicate a symbolic program is a common musical
practice. As the previous chapter has addressed, the overarching musical motif in the
Concord Sonata is, as Ives labels it, the human-faith-melody, which represents his
underlying transcendental message. Scholars such as Geoffrey Block have proposed
similarities between Ives’s use of the human-faith-melody and Berlioz’s idée fixe of his
Symphonie Fantastique (1830), another large-scale work that features an elaborate
narrative and a recurring motif.117 Here I pursue a comparison of Berlioz’s idée fixe and
Ives’s human-faith-melody in order to reveal the extent to which the Concord Sonata is
based on autobiographical information, contemporary literature, or both.
Aside from their interest in cyclic structures, Berlioz and Ives share one other
characteristic, which is their proclivity to obsession. We will see through a discussion of
Francesca Brittan’s posthumous diagnosis of Berlioz as a monomaniac and Gayle
Sherwood’s posthumous diagnosis of Ives as a neurasthenic that both Berlioz and Ives
drew inspiration from literature and the concept of “the artist” in their respective cultures;
both monomania and neurasthenia were popular diagnoses within the arts communities of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.118 In chapter 1 we surveyed the extramusical
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associations of the hymns within the human-faith-melody, which we can understand as
Ives’s idée fixe. In this chapter I posit that the Concord Sonata’s more extensive program
as found in Essays Before a Sonata not only represents a narrative but is also
autobiographical. The program of the Concord Sonata serves the function, just as does
the program of Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique, of exploring Ives’s own feelings within
an alternate reality located in the nostalgic past.

Idée Fixe and the human-faith-melody
Both Ives and Berlioz left behind documentation to suggest a personal narrative
underpinning the use of their work’s cyclical theme. The idée fixe and the human-faithmelody serve the dual purpose of describing meanings that are already perceptible in the
music and carrying out the story not found in the music at all.119 Berlioz incorporated
both himself and characters from his real life into the fabric of the symbolic program of
the Symphonie Fantastique. The idée fixe is a musical thought, symbolically representing
Harriet Smithson—an English actress living in Paris in the 1820s, famous for her
portrayals of Shakespeare heroines. 120 Just like the lady of the Symphonie Fantastique,

National Malady,’” 559. Brittan writes that many works from the nineteenth century “established
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Smithson did not return Berlioz’s feelings at the time of the Symphony’s composition. In
fact, his advances were unwelcome and she was afraid of him, believing him to be
psychotic.121 Although Berlioz’s narrative carries a distinct plot, biographer David Cairns
argues that the Symphonie Fantastique survives in the literature and still fascinates
audiences not because of the “obsession with a particular woman” but because,
its power, and its eternal youth, come both from its mastery of
both large-scale musical narrative and from the undimmed
intensity of recollected emotion that the composer embodied in
it.122
Berlioz’s infatuation with Harriet Smithson may not be the reason why the
Symphonie Fantastique has survived in the literature, but Cairns assessment also points to
the power of Berlioz’s own emotion embodied in the Symphony—essentially, the
Symphonie Fantastique is autobiographical. Francesca Brittan’s “Berlioz and the
Pathological Fantastic: Melancholy, Monomania, and the Romantic Autobiography”
compliments Cairns assessment but further argues that Berlioz’s idée fixe exemplifies the
definition of monomania from the nineteenth century.

central character, or hero, who has fallen in love with a woman who represents “the ideal of beauty” but
who does not return his feelings. Throughout all five movements of the Symphony, every time the image of
this woman appears to the artist a musical idea flows through his mind [the idée fixe]. The young man
hopes to escape his recurring thoughts of the lady while at a ball, but the idée fixe follows him there. While
in the country, the young man hears two shepherds playing a ranz des vaches and he begins to daydream. In
the fourth movement, or, Marche au Supplice, we find that the artist in a fit of despair has poisoned himself
with opium, inducing horrific visions; he believes he has murdered his beloved. The Songe d’une Nuit du
Sabbat contains the Dies Irae motif. Amongst a throng of demons and sorcerers the artist hears the melody
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Monomania was a term originating in France that was used to describe an anxiety
disorder brought on by a single obsessive thought, or what was commonly referred to as
an idée fixe. The term monomania was coined by Jean-Etienne-Dominique Esquirol
around 1810.123 Although patients who exhibited monomaniacal behavior were often
housed at such asylums as Charenton in Charenton-Saint-Maurice, France, the definition
of insanity inaccurately describes monomania as a disorder.124 The characteristic
obsessive thought [idée fixe] could be a about a person, lover, or even more sinister, a
thought that results in inflicting harm on others including homicide.125 Although the
obsessive thought sometimes resulted in patients exhibiting dangerous tendencies, there
existed within the artistic communities a subset of patients who defined their obsession as
a “as a badge of one’s humanity” and many writers and artists used the term monomania
as an acknowledgement of one’s genius.126
Romantic poetry from the nineteenth century often centers on an artist who
exhibits characteristics of those afflicted with monomania. Cairns and Brittan both agree
that the hero of the Symphonie Fantastique is found in the literature of Victor Hugo’s “Le
Dernier Jour d’un credamné,” E.T.A. Hoffman’s “La vie d’artiste,” Chateaubriand’s
René, and Mme de Duras’s novel Édouard.127 There are also similarities between
Berlioz’s finale, Songe d’une Nuit du Sabbat, and the end of Part I from Goethe’s Faust.
The female character of the Symphonie Fantastique may not be Harriet Smithson but
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Gretchen.128 Both Cairns and Brittan support the view that it is possible to see the
Symphonie Fantastique as equally inspired by literature and Berlioz’s personal life.
Acknowledging literary influence in fact enhances our understanding of the environment
in which the Symphony was composed.
If we are to believe Ives’s writings in Essays, as a listener, every time we hear the
human-faith-melody we are to be reminded of Concord. As chapter 1 has previously
addressed, there are several borrowings within the human-faith-melody; however, it is
mostly original material. Ives extensively describes in Essays the program the humanfaith-melody is meant to inspire. We are to imagine the town of Concord: “the white
house of Emerson,” the “mosses of the Old Manse,” the “hickories of Walden,” and “the
old elms overspreading the Alcott house.” The town is described so vividly that when we
hear the human-faith-melody we have the image of antebellum New England in mind.129
As well as the town itself, Ives attempts to capture in his prose the relationships between
the four men to whom he dedicates the Sonata, detailing not only their written works but
referring to their homes and friendships, re-constructing the town for us to meander
through.
On a broad scale, the human-faith-melody represents the four transcendental
scholars and their history in Concord, Massachusetts—a “tune the Concord bards are ever
playing.”130 The period to which the Concord Sonata is dedicated, 1840–1860, was a
time in the transcendentalists’ lives in which they shared many activities. Emerson,
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Hawthorne, Alcott, and Thoreau met for the first time in 1841. Hawthorne had joined
Brook Farm (an experimental commune) as a venture to save capital for his upcoming
marriage.131 Hawthorne married and moved to Concord the summer of the following
year, renting out the Emersons’ “Old Manse.”132 Thoreau had grown up in Concord—his
parents owned and operated a pencil-making factory—although it was not until later,
when Thoreau was away at Harvard in the 1830s, that he came across Emerson’s first
published work, “Nature.”133 The two men were introduced to each other in 1838, and
subsequently Thoreau made the acquaintance of Bronson Alcott.134 Thoreau and Alcott
were lifelong visitors at the Emerson residence, “The Bush,” and Thoreau even lived with
the Emersons’ for a brief time in 1841.135 All four men participated in the Transcendental
Club as philosophers, wrote for the journal The Dial, and later, publicly spoke in support
of the abolitionist cause. Hawthorne, not considered a transcendental scholar but rather a
novelist, was involved to a lesser extent than the others in these activities. This was of his
own accord as, according to many biographers including Samuel A. Schriener, Jr.,
Hawthorne “had developed a nearly pathological shyness that would stay with him for
life.”136 Hawthorne and Alcott also shared the connection of “Hillside,” the Alcott
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family’s first home, which was purchased by Hawthorne in 1852 and renamed Wayside.
This is the home Hawthorne remained throughout his tortured retirement.137

The Concord Sonata’s Program
Differing from Berlioz’s program for the Symphonie Fantastique, which follows a
clear narrative, Ives’s program is much less literal. Ives attempts to symbolically reflect
several key values that he saw embodied in the dedicatees of the Concord Sonata. The
symbolic program of the first movement, “Emerson,” is connected with the poet’s prose
and Ives writes that there is a “theme of tolerance” running through this movement.138
Ives never fully explains this idea; Kirkpatrick also only indicates that the concept of
tolerance is emphasized by Ives’s use of “Crusader’s Hymn” (“Fairest Lord Jesus”) in
three simultaneous keys (see Figures 6 and 7).139 I interpret the “theme of tolerance” as a
musical representation of Emerson’s teachings and an allusion to Emerson’s first career
as a Unitarian minister. As Emerson’s transcendental writings are strongly connected
with spirituality, I believe that Ives chose “Crusader’s Hymn” to demonstrate that even
once Emerson left the pulpit he never abandoned his religious beliefs.
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Figure 6: Ives, “Theme of Tolerance” in Piano Sonata No. 2 (“Concord, Mass., 1840–
1860) (Associated Music Publishers, 1947), Page 3, System 3.

Figure 7: Excerpt from “Crusader’s Hymn” (“Fairest Lord Jesus”)

Of the four movements of the Concord Sonata, the most highly developed
program comes in the second movement “Hawthorne.” The program of this movement
centers on Nathanial Hawthorne’s short story “The Celestial Railroad,” taken from a
collection Hawthorne wrote in 1846 entitled Mosses from an Old Manse.140 These two
titles are significant: “The Celestial Railroad” story is a parody on John Bunyan’s
Pilgrims Progress and Mosses from an Old Manse refers to Hawthorne’s first home in
Concord, the “Old Manse.” This was the family home many of the Emerson descendants
had occupied since 1765.141 Hawthorne first rented this home with his wife on his arrival
in Concord, Massachusetts in 1842.142
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As mentioned in the introduction, “Hawthorne” shares important musical and
programmatic elements with Ives’s piano fantasy The Celestial Railroad (1925) and the
Fourth Symphony. John Kirkpatrick first suggested the form of this movement in the
“Preface” to the Fourth Symphony: a Scherzo with sections labeled “PhantasmagoriaNocturne-Ragtime-Contrasts-Ragtime-Nocturne-Phantasmagoria.”143 Using this as a
guideline, Thomas M. Brodhead has argued that Nathanial Hawthorne’s short story can
be understood as the true program of the “Hawthorne” movement of the Concord Sonata.
Hawthorne’s story “The Celestial Railroad” follows a nameless male character’s
journey to the Celestial City with his guide Mr. Smooth-it-away.144 However, unlike John
Bunyan’s character Christian, who makes the pilgrimage on foot, Hawthorne’s character
decides to travel by train leaving his sins—which normally would be carried upon one’s
back—in the cargo trolley. He lands in Vanity Fair and is cautioned by two travelers who
have undergone their pilgrimage on foot: “you may travel on it [the train] all your
lifetime, were you to live thousands of years, and yet never get beyond the limits of
Vanity Fair.”145 The warning proves true; the story closes with Mr. Smooth-it-away
abandoning the hero. We discover that Mr. Smooth-it-away is the devil incarnate and has
tricked the hero into taking the easy ride to Heaven. The hero wakes from a dream to
learn his lesson: sin cannot be bartered at Vanity Fair, and one cannot take the easy road
for the redemption of one’s soul.
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Briefly, Brodhead’s proposed program is represented musically through
motives.146 The movement opens with the passengers boarding the train (P. 22, S3 – P.
23, S. 1). In Figure 8 we have the first Nocturne section, which is meant to evoke a scene
at a churchyard; we hear distant bells and the hymn “Martyn” (P. 25 – P. 26, S. 1), which
Ives describes as “the old-hymn-tune that haunts the church and sings only to those in the
churchyard to protect them from secular noises.”147 This is followed by an interruption of
a rag-time dance and the circus band parade, a self-quotation of Country Band March, (P.
26, S. 2 – P. 33, S. 1).148 In the Contrasts section we return to the train and hear “Martyn”
once more (P. 34, S. 2 – P. 34, S. 4). This alternates until the end where, according to
Ives, we find “the ghost of a man who never lived, or about something that never will
happen, or something else that is not” (P. 51, S. 5).149 The ghost is presumably
Hawthorne’s protagonist; the possible event that, according to Ives, “never will happen,”
may be the protagonist’s arrival in the Celestial City.
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Figure 8: Ives, Nocturne section of “Hawthorne” (“Martyn”), in Piano Sonata No. 2
(“Concord, Mass., 1840–1860) (Associated Music Publishers, 1947), Page 34, System
2–4.

In the program for “The Alcotts” movement, Ives attempts to symbolically reflect
family virtue through the Alcott family. For historians of the Alcott family, this reference
to family virtue may seem confusing as Bronson Alcott never particularly excelled in any
of his pursuits to provide for his family, whether as scholar, schoolmaster, or farmer,
putting his family’s welfare in jeopardy numerous times. He had many jobs throughout
his life and placed his family in great poverty at times, including a disastrous attempt to
participate in the commune Fruitlands.150 Alcott was not university educated, but by all
accounts he was well respected within the transcendental community, and his peers
valued him as a great philosopher. These facts were all known to Ives. In Essays Ives
says that “if the dictograph had been perfected in Bronson Alcott’s time, he might now be
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a great writer,” meaning that his thoughts were more advanced than his writing skills.151
It is in Bronson’s daughter Louisa May Alcott, a highly successful writer, that we
understand Ives’s motivation for programmatically representing family virtue through the
Alcott family. Little Women (1868–69) is somewhat autobiographical: the fictional
family of “The Marches” is based on her experiences growing up in Concord, although
she gave the March family more stability and financial security than her father ever
could. It is both the Alcott family and the fictional family of the Marches that Ives uses to
represent Puritan family values, tenets Ives’s highly regarded. In Essays, Ives writes:
Here is the home of the “Marches”—all pervaded with the trials
and happiness of the family, and telling, in a simple way, the
story of “the richness of not having.” Within the house, on
every side, lie remembrances of what imagination can do for
the better amusement of fortunate children who have to do for
themselves—much-needed lessons in these days of automatic,
ready-made, easy entertainment which deaden rather than
stimulate the creative faculty. And there sits the little old spinet
piano Sophia Thoreau gave to the Alcott children, on which
Beth played the old Scotch airs, and played at the Fifth
Symphony.152
In the novel, Louisa May gave herself the name Josephine March, her older sister
Anna became Meg, Elizabeth, the third child, remained Beth, or Lizzie, and the youngest
became Amy, which is her name, May, respelled.153 Many events, activities, and the
March girls’ personalities are true to the real-life events of the Alcott household. For Ives,
both the Alcott family and the March family represent an ideal for which to strive in an
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age where traditional family values were declining. Metzer has argued that Ives had an
unusual desire to return to the innocence of childhood. Metzer believes that Ives’s
reference to Louisa May Alcott in Essays represents a longing to return to Victorian
times.154
“The Alcotts” movement’s program does not follow a specific story, but we find
in Essays that Ives incorporates a literal reference to the Alcott family in the form of the
Scotch air “Loch Lomond.” This reference was first suggested by Henry and Sydney
Cowell and is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.155 Although John Kirkpatrick never
recognized “Loch Lomond” as a specific borrowing in his Catalogue, this borrowing is
accepted in modern scholarship.156
Figure 9: Ives, “The Alcotts” (“Loch Lomond”), in Piano Sonata No. 2 (“Concord,
Mass., 1840–1860) (Associated Music Publishers, 1947), Page 53, System 1.

Figure 10: “Loch Lomond,” Scottish Air
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Ives indicates that it is Beth Alcott who is symbolically playing the Scottish air
and the Beethoven Fifth motif, the latter of which we hear throughout the Sonata as a part
of the human-faith-melody.157 We are to imagine every time we hear those four notes of
the human-faith-melody that Beth is “playing at” the piano; we can almost see the young
Victorian girl learning to sound out the Symphony by ear.
Ives most likely chose the association for “The Alcotts” movement with Little
Women because, as he mentions, he felt that modern America had lost something of
family virtue after the end of First World War. Ives was not alone in these feelings.
According to sociologist Lawrence Levine, instead of moving smoothly into the
modernist era and embracing all of the new technology, “the immediate aftermath of the
First World War exhibited the opposite tendencies. Americans did not abandon their old
verities and values but reasserted them with renewed vigour,” looking backward to their
ancestors to formulate values by which to live.158 This in part was a reaction to what was
perceived as German materialism, which “had to be defeated if the principles of
Christianity which the United States had represented were to have any chance of
universal application.”159 Louisa May Alcott’s novel represents this desire to return to a
simpler time, as it depicts a much older vision of the quintessential American family; one
in which piety, obligation, and equality are represented through each of the heroines and
their male friends, husbands, and fathers.
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Neurasthenia and Musical Isolation, 1906–1918
There has been recent argument by Gayle Sherwood and Stuart Feder to suggest
that Ives suffered from an anxiety-based disorder known as neurasthenia.160 This disorder
was considered to be the twentieth-century American version of monomania and is
characterized by exhaustion due to overwork and anxiety.161 How is it that Ives was able
to compose so steadily while starting a profitable insurance company in New York? Ives
displays sincere dedication to his craft but alternatively his behavior can be viewed as
obsessive in much the same way that the idée fixe is described by an anonymous writer in
1856 in the American Journal of Insanity; the writer states that obsession is the state
“when a man’s ‘soul gets into his head,’” and afflicts people with “large, active
brains.”162 This obsession [idée fixe] manifests in physical symptoms like “sleeplessness,
loss of appetite, and lack of attention to the detail of life.”163 Ives powerfully loses
himself within his compositions; not only do we know that Ives steadily composed before
his “heart-attack” in 1918 but letters from this period indicate his increasing loneliness
and isolation. In a letter to his wife, Ives writes,
Our business I really think is on a solid basis, and is not
suffering anymore and not as much as most firms are. The
hardest thing during the whole day is to feel that I haven’t
you—at hand—to get your encouragement in the morning and
your sympathy at night. I wonder if that is selfish—it seems as
though I were wanting you for something you could give me.164
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Gayle Sherwood has investigated Ives’s health problems.165 In 1906 Ives is
reported to have suffered heart-palpitations and tachycardia and later, in 1918, a heartattack that “left him with permanent cardiac damage.”166 This date is significant for it is
around this time that he ceased composing.167 Ives also suffered from diabetes and
cataracts, all of which led to ill-health after 1918, and from 1930 onward his letters were
for the most part written by his wife Harmony or his daughter Edith.168 Sherwood has
found evidence to suggest that Ives did not in fact suffer from a heart-attack but rather,
the diagnosis of neurasthenia, an illness coined in 1881 by George Beard, a Yale
graduate.169 Neurasthenia, along with diagnoses of hysteria, neurosis, and ultimately by
the late twentieth century, obsessive compulsive disorder, replaced the term monomania.
Just like monomania, the term neurasthenia is no longer used by the medical community,
but it was a frequent diagnosis in the nineteenth and early twentieth century was a
common diagnosis within arts communities in the United States.170 Neurasthenia is
characterized by heart-palpations resulting from extreme anxiety and was also described
by Beard as “a direct result of the transformation of American civilization” and societal
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change.171 Sherwood believes that Ives’s neurasthenia was related to his feelings of
displacement from working as an insurance man, with his true desire lying in music; this
was exacerbated by over-work and exhaustion.172 According to Sherwood, if we look at
Ives’s “attack” in 1918 “through the lens of neurasthenia, Ives’s relationship to the
modern world is redefined as one of anxiety, a fear of change and upheaval” and the
Concord Sonata becomes a symbolic retreat away from this turmoil.173
The symbolic program of the Concord Sonata is less literal than Berlioz’s
program for the Symphonie Fantastique, but I believe Ives used values rather than a
single, programmatic story to highlight relationships missing from his private musical
life. Ives desired a certain artistic companionship that he was not receiving during his
most productive compositional period. This resulted in loneliness and at times despair; as
Ives’s health slowly declined in 1918, he attempted to reach a wider audience, and there
are several recorded instances of Ives, or associates of his, attempting to have his
compositions played.174 These experiences were mired in disappointment and frustration,
causing Ives to have feelings of depression and despair. One strikingly personal response
comes from Ives after playing excerpts for friends Dave [David Stanley Smith] and Max
Smith. Ives recorded his thoughts, indicating how troubled he was about his music not
being understood:
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These instances, together with some of the others had
something approaching a result of a sedative. Whether these
musicians were personal friends or not, the effect they had on
me was the same. For instance, Dave and Max Smith were old
friends of mine, and real friends at that, whom I respected and
liked and got along with, except when it came to music. But
they, as well as the others, made it very evident that they didn’t
like my music—(that is, the parts of it I liked and felt the best,
they didn’t). And often that would get me thinking that there
must be something wrong with me, for, with the exception of
Mrs. Ives, no one seemed to like anything that I happened to be
working on when these incidents came up. “Why is it that I
like to use these different things and try out other ways etc.
which nobody else evidently has any pleasure in hearing,
seeing, or thinking about? Why do I like to do it? Is there
some peculiar defect in me, or something worse that I’m
afflicted with?” So I’d have periods of being good and nice,
and getting back to the usual ways of writing, sometimes for
several months, until I got so tired of it that I decided I’d either
have to stop music or stop this.175
Ives’s music would not receive much recognition until well after his retirement
from business and once his problematic cataracts prevented any more serious score
study.176 Ives did have several of his orchestral compositions played while he was still
actively composing; the First Symphony was tried by Walter Damrosch in 1910 with the
New York Symphony Orchestra.177 In 1914 and 1915 Washington’s Birthday was played
over by the Globe Theatre among other events similar to these.178 Ultimately, Ives did
find supporters of his work and dedicated musicians willing to wade through the dense
ideas. Some of these performances happened before Ives became too unwell to continue
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composing such as Bellamann’s first lecture-series of the Concord Sonata in 1921 or
David Talmadge’s concert series of 1917 with the violin sonatas.
Although Ives’s isolation was deeply personal and caused him moments of pain,
its application in the Concord Sonata reflects similar attitudes felt by many Americans
during this period. Americans, confused by the new modernist era sought to find solace in
the familiar. The embrace of the previous generation’s principles and beliefs was also
reinforced in American literature of the late nineteenth century. Just as we need only look
to the literature of Goethe, Hiller, Heine, and E.T.A. Hoffman to discover the Romantic
artist of Europe when interpreting Berlioz’s central character of the Symphonie
Fantastique, Ives too acknowledges the influence of American literature on the
composition of the Concord Sonata. In its early stages the work encompassed more than
the Concord scholars but also the influence of Walt Whitman, Browning, Matthew
Arnold, and Henry Ward Beecher. In Memos we find the following:
The idea of the Second Piano Sonata came originally from
working on some overtures representing literary men—for
instance, Walt Whitman, Browning, Matthew Arnold,
Emerson—and I had in mind starting one (in a general way) on
Whittier and [one on] Henry Ward Beecher.179
The American artist from the writings of the nineteenth century is quite different
from her European counterpart; unlike Goethe’s or Heine’s artist, the American artist
finds perspective in the “common man.”180 Whitman’s poem “Song of Myself” is a
famous example of this, the poem is a series of vignettes representing scenes from
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American rural life. Whitman’s poem evokes nature and, according to Camille Paglia,
“responds to Emerson’s call for American cultural self-reliance by proudly rooting four
generations of his family in the land,” as line 6 and 7 of the poem illustrate: 181
My tongue, every atom of my blood, form’d from this soil, this
air,
Born here of parents born here from parents the same, and their
parents the same.182
Unlike Berlioz’s artist, Ives recounted experiences from his youth. The program
for the four movements of the Concord Sonata presents more similarities with Walt
Whitman’s vignettes in “Song of Myself,” symbolizing a specific person, place, or
emotion, rather than the more clearly outlined story of Berlioz’s Symphony. Despite
these differences, what the works share is a highly personal narrative that allowed the two
composers to express their feelings and frustrations within the music.
Remarkably, the same assessment Cairns gave of Berlioz’s compositional
power—that it stems from “eternal youth”—could certainly be applied to Ives. Ives’s
American identity is contemporary with the feeling of reluctance many Americans felt at
the close of the First World War into the modernist era. The desire to form an identity on
values that had been established from the previous generation make Ives’s nostalgic
longing a part of the impulse of the modernist era. Ives may have been a “reluctant
modernist,” but so too were many American citizens at the close of the First World War.
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*
The “heart-attacks” of 1906 and 1918 fall within the period of Ives’s greatest
musical output, including among others, the Concord Sonata. This was also a period of
relative musical isolation even though Ives consistently received emotional support from
his wife. Ives creates a symbolic program in the four movements of the Concord Sonata
as a means of escapism, forming a reality complete with characters, values, and morals.
We find throughout the course of the Sonata several programs including Emerson’s
“Tolerance theme,” a parody of Pilgrim’s Progress in “Hawthorne,” and family virtue in
“The Alcotts.” The symbolic program of the final movement “Thoreau” will be discussed
in depth in the following chapter.
None of this program would be understood without Ives’s necessary indications in
Essays Before a Sonata and Memos. I do not believe that Ives ever intended the program
to be as coherent as Berlioz’s program for Symphonie Fantastique. Whether or not Ives
desired to look back nostalgically to Concord in the antebellum period out of anxiety
caused by a neurasthenic disorder, or because he felt artistically isolated, the residents
and town of Concord were tangible to Ives. At the time of the Concord Sonata’s
completion Ives suffered ill-health. Ives embodied within the program his feelings of
longing to be a part of the intellectual community he so missed in his own period. The
program for the Concord Sonata is so evocative that we are indeed swept away to a little
town in New England.
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Chapter 3
Borrowing as Reconciliation: Nostalgia Revisited

The final movement of the Concord Sonata contains a borrowing from the chorus
of Stephen Collins Foster’s “Ethiopian” song “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” (1852),
referred to by Ives in the program notes of the second edition of the Concord Sonata.183
Associated with blackface minstrelsy, which was very popular during the antebellum
period, this quotation commands attention because it appears in the movement dedicated
to Henry David Thoreau, an outspoken abolitionist. Ives insists in Essays that this final
movement of the Concord Sonata, titled “Thoreau,” depicts a day at Walden Pond: “If
there shall be a program for our music, let it follow his [Thoreau’s] thought on an autumn
day of Indian summer at Walden.” 184 In this context, the placement of Foster’s song
within Thoreau’s world seems strange. Additionally, there is no mention of Stephen
Foster in Thoreau’s book Walden, Or, Life in the Woods (1854), which presumably
inspired the movement. How, then, are we to interpret this quotation?
The early critics of the Concord Sonata, including Lawrence Gilman, Henry
Bellamann, and Paul Rosenfeld were, like scholars today, interested in this movement’s
program. Ives attempts to convey the atmosphere of Walden, capturing nature through
Thoreau’s eyes. Specifically, Thoreau’s time spent at Walden Pond is reflected
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programmatically in a musical reference to the train that ran through Concord, while the
optional flute part of this movement is meant to symbolically reflect Thoreau himself
playing his flute. For many scholars, Ives’s borrowing from Foster’s music is explained
as a natural inspiration as Ives had “grown up” on the famous American balladeer’s
tunes.185
Foster’s melody is the only “new” musical borrowing in this movement—the
human-faith-melody recurs in the optional flute part of “Thoreau,” which, as we have
previously discussed, carries its own extramusical associations. When considering the
substantial amount of borrowings in Ives’s other large works and in the previous
movements of this particular Sonata, the Foster borrowing becomes important.186 Current
scholarship, although acknowledging the presence of Foster’s “Massa,” fails to consider
in detail the extramusical associations of Stephen Foster’s melody and the issues raised
by its incorporation into the Concord Sonata.187 This chapter addresses this omission in
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the literature, analyzing the extramusical associations of Stephen Foster’s controversial
melody within its original context.

“Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” and Minstrelsy
The music of Ives’s cultural nostalgia in “Thoreau” is that of the “Ethiopian”
songs, plantation melodies, or minstrel songs that were a part of the elaborate theatre
performances given by minstrel troupes in the nineteenth century. Despite its origins
before the Revolution, minstrelsy did not gain popularity until the 1840s. The minstrels
travelled all over the United States performing comedic skits, opera scenes,
Shakespearean plays in dialect, and instrumental music using what we would now term
“bluegrass” instruments and songs.188 Plate 1 gives a typical lineup of the Minstrel shows
touring Shakespeare’s Othello. Costumes, sets, and make-up were all a part of the theatre
experience.
Contemporary audiences believed they were listening to music from the Southern
plantations and the real songs of the African slaves. In actuality, white men used burnt
cork to blacken their faces, singing songs more akin to Irish folk tunes, imitating African
Americans from a white-centric stereotype.189 African American men and women were
portrayed as dim-witted, always faithful to their masters, and happy with their atrocious
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circumstances.190 In the drawings associated with the minstrel troupes, African
Americans were given outlandish features such as gigantic mouths, big feet and teeth,
and superhuman strength in an attempt to compare them with wild beasts.191

Plate 1: Christy’s Minstrels playbill, Nov. 16, 1854, American Minstrel Show
Collection (MS Thr 556) Harvard Theatre Collection, Houghton Library, Harvard
University, http://ids.lib.harvard.edu/ids/view/21933213?buttons=y.
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The minstrel shows were popular for several reasons. Most importantly they
pacified any worry white American audiences had with the immorality of slavery. Both
Northern and Southern audiences needed some justification for allowing slavery to
continue in the United States. The divided nation needed reassurance that the African
American people were content as slaves and to rationalize the lucrative and profitable
business of the plantations. Since these shows were for white audiences, it is unsurprising
that the “Ethiopian” songs were more closely related to Irish folk tunes—melodies the
majority of white-Americans would understand—than they were to authentic African
American music, which emphasizes complex rhythmic patterns and call-and-response
form.192
It is worth noting that nostalgia is a common theme in the Irish folk melodies. The
poetry spoke to American audiences, as many of the citizens from both the North and
South had grown up on the stories of Davy Crockett and the frontier.193 Thomas Moore
typified the genre of the Irish folk tune with his Book of Irish Melodies (1808) as well as
his original poetry, which were successful for two reasons. First, the songs were written
in the first person and were subjective—a refreshing change from music popular in the
late eighteenth century, and secondly, nostalgia was a recurrent theme.194 Moore painted
Ireland as a nation with a rich history that was currently experiencing a time of poverty
and despair. The scenes depicted in the Irish melodies were, according to Charles Hamm,
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“novel, wild, irregular, and even barbaric.”195 Americans attached themselves to these
songs; the poetry spoke to their own situations, many of them being immigrants
themselves who had left a beloved homeland to come to the New World. Hamm believes
that “while Americans collectively had very little of a past, individually they had pasts as
rich as those of any persons in any part of the world,” making Moore’s Irish songs seem
universal to nineteenth-century Americans.196
The early success of “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” is owed in part to its
first-person narrative and was popular with contemporary audiences as an authentic
plantation melody. “Massa” contains some of the characteristics of the Irish melodies by
Moore and others in that it has a chorus and is made up of mainly pentatonic phrases
featuring lyrical melodies and straightforward rhythms.197 Ken Emerson has claimed that
the title of Foster’s song may in fact be derived from Moore’s song “When Cold in the
Ground,” although the stories shift the central character: Moore’s song is about a slave
who has died while his “Massa and Missus” mourn his passing.198 The slave in “Massa”
sings a song of lament over the death of his master while working in a cornfield.
Foster composed “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” two years prior to the
publication of Thoreau’s Walden, 1852.199 At the time of its composition “Massa” was
one the fourth best-selling of Foster’s songs in 1857.200 “Massa” maintained its
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popularity into the silent film era of the early twentieth century and was featured in many
touring Minstrel shows.201 Even after the Civil War it was featured prominently in the
theatre adaptations of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s abolitionist novel, Uncle Tom’s Cabin.202
The song fell into near obscurity in the mid-twentieth century—its last appearance in a
major feature film was in MGM’s Gone with the Wind (1939).203
Considering the popularity of “Massa” in the nineteenth century it is more than
likely that Ives enjoyed this song as a young boy without the political sensitivities that
would have been the norm by the time the second edition of the Concord Sonata was
published in 1947.204 The first two verses paint the stereotypical picture of a slave living
a carefree life, “happy as de day am long,” while also introducing the audience to the
situation of his master being very weak and elderly. The season has changed to autumn
and the “days am cold.” In the third verse the master dies, and we hear the slave’s
sadness over the event:
Massa made de darkeys love him,
Cayse he was so kind,
Now dey sadly weep above him,
Mourning cayse he leave dem behind.
I cannot work before tomorrow,
Cayse de tear drop flow,
I try to drive away my sorrow,
Pickin on de old banjo.
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The protagonist of Foster’s “Massa” is unusual in his range of emotion. It was
very uncommon to convey a theme such as grief in a slave who was supposed to be
constantly content and happy. This considered, the character of “Massa” still displays
some stereotypes common to the Minstrel stage depictions. Plate 2 illustrates a music
rehearsal in which the banjo is included, just as Foster’s character plays the banjo to
“drive away [his] sorrow.”205 Nevertheless, on comparing “Massa” to another popular
stage show, Thomas Dartmouth Rice’s “Jim Crow” (1832), it becomes apparent that the
emotions presented in “Massa” are meant to elicit sympathy. In Rice’s song, we see a
much different and more common depiction of a Southern male slave:
I was born in a cane brake, and cradled in a trough,
Swam de Mississippi, whar I cotch’d de hoopen cough
To whip my weight in wild cats, eat an alligator,
And drink de Mississippi dry, I’m de very critter.
Rice performed the routine of Jim Crow on the Minstrel stage starting in the
1830s; the song was a hit and, as Hamm assessed, “audiences did not laugh with Jim
Crow, they laughed at him, at his dialect and dress and even movements.206 As Plate 3
indicates, Rice’s appearance as Jim Crow matches Hamm’s assessment; Jim Crow looks
comical with mismatched clothing and worn-out shoes. Rice’s burlesque is extensive and
presents the African American slave as dim-witted, having silly love affairs, and proud to
have his children belong to “Uncle Sam.” The character depicted in the song travels all
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over the country making outrageous claims, facing punishment, all the while laughing
and enjoying the spotlight to tell his stories rather than express sadness or anger at his
abject situation. The emotion presented in “Massa” is thus quite different from that of
“Jim Crow.” Whereas Foster cultivates a story in which image, sound, and emotion are
employed, Rice’s skit is one-dimensional and repetitive. “Massa” would have elicited
sympathy rather than laughter on the minstrel stage.
The history of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin may offer an
important context in the story of Ives’s relationship with “Massa.” William W. Austin in
“Susanna,” “Jeannie,” and “The Old Folks at home,” tells us that in the stage
adaptations of the novel, “Massa” is sung by the protagonist Tom and a chorus of the
other slaves during the death scene of Augustine St. Clare.207 In Stowe’s novel St. Clare
is painted as a benevolent man who plans to give Tom his freedom before his untimely
death.208 Tom continues to maintain his Christian faith and believe in God, even though
he will be sold for the second time in the novel. It is known that Foster and Ives both read
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, but it is unlikely that Foster’s “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” is
influenced by Stowe’s novel.209 Ives, however, may well have known about the staging of
the novel, as Uncle Tom’s Cabin was toured throughout the United States up until 1902;
Ives would have been twenty-eight years old at that time.210 If Ives chose to read “Massa”
as the narrative found in the theatre production of Uncle Tom’s Cabin the extramusical
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association changes. The character Tom laments the death of St. Clare but as the audience
we lament for Tom. As we soon discover, Tom’s bondage to a third master ultimately
ends in tragedy. We grieve that Tom’s fate is not his own and we, as an audience, feel
pathos for the protagonist of Foster’s “Massa” as we now have a fully developed
character to connect with.

Plate 2: Callender's Minstrels. The past. The origin of minstrelsy. The first rehearsal:
photomechanical print of a photograph of a poster. American Minstrel Show
Collection (MS Thr 556) Harvard Theatre Collection, Houghton Library, Harvard
University,
http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/42594226?printThumbnails=no&action=jp2resi
ze&op=j&imagesize=1200&pvHeight=2400&pvWidth=2400&n=1&rotation=0&bbx
1=0&bby1=0&bbx2=130&bby2=105&jp2Res=0.25&pres=0.5&jp2x=0&jp2y=0&lar
ge.x=6&large.y=6.
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Foster was very aware of public opinions on slavery and the negative perceptions
educated society held toward minstrel performing. Prior to the publication of “Massa’s in
de Cold, Cold ground” and the other four songs published at around the same time—“Old
Folks at Home” (1851), “Farewell, My Lilly Dear” (1851), “My Old Kentucky Home,
Good Night” (1853), and “Old Dog Tray” (1853)—Foster’s name did not appear in
conjunction with his music: they were all advertised on their covers as “Sung by
Christy’s Minstrels,” without a named author.211 Although it was common practice for
publishers to advertise “Ethiopian” songs in this manner, it appears that Foster chose to
omit his name from his work originally. In a letter written by Foster in 1852 to his
publisher E. P. Christy, it appears he had a change of heart:
As I once intimated to you, I had the intention of omitting my
name on my Ethiopian songs, owing to the prejudice against
them by some, which might injure my reputation as a writer of
another style of music, but I find that by my efforts I have done
a great deal to build up a taste for the Ethiopian songs among
refined people by making the words suitable to their taste
instead of the trashy and really offensive words which belong
to some songs of that order.212
Foster is asking for recognition for his compositions and believes that he has
encouraged, through his “Ethiopian” songs, a more positive attitude towards the entire
genre. Emerson argues that Christy had “supposed that Foster’s true motive for asking
[him] to take credit was simply to sell more copies,” but reading the letter closely reveals
that Foster also wanted to “pursue the Ethiopian business without fear or shame and lend
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all [his] energies to making the business live.”213 Foster considered “Massa” and other
similar “Ethiopian” songs as a part of a self-labeled genre he called “pathos,” or most
simply, songs that express sadness (the other two being comic and poetic).214 It would
appear that Foster’s intentions behind “Massa” are not to degrade the slave in the song
but rather, and perhaps naively, to humanize him for the audience. A comparison between
his work and Stowe’s can be found in Austin’s “Susanna.215

“Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” in “Thoreau”
In the program notes to the second edition of the Concord Sonata, Ives asks the
performer to imagine humming Foster’s “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” when the
borrowing first appears, gradually slowing the tempo as if the wind has gone down.216
Ives gives the performer the image of an old Red Barn’s weathervane which moves with
the change in tempo. Ives’s writes:
Sometimes, as on pages 62–65–68, an old Elm Tree may feel
like humming a phrase from ‘Down in the Corn Field,’ but
usually very slowly; perhaps a quarter note goes down to 50,
even lower, or thereabouts—as the weather vane on the old Red
Barn may direct.217
This indication is imaginative but tells us little about why we hear Foster’s “Massa” at
this moment. Is Thoreau humming “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground” while he plants
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his beans at Walden Pond? Are we to imagine hearing a visitor passing by Thoreau’s
little cottage humming this tune? Or is the tune no more than a musical “brainworm”—a
melody one simply cannot get out of his head, as Oliver Sacks describes in his book
Musicophilia—and carried over the woods through the wind?218

Plate 3: Mr. T. Rice as the original Jim Crow, lithograph, cut cover, sheet music,
American Minstrel Show Collection (MS Thr 556) Harvard Theatre Collection,
Houghton Library, Harvard University,
http://ids.lib.harvard.edu/ids/view/17925164?buttons=y
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Ives’s borrowing from the chorus of “Massa” happens three times throughout the
final movement of the Concord Sonata (Figure 12). The quotation forms a melody that is
sometimes referred to as the “Cornfield theme” because of its reference to the chorus of
Foster’s “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground,” which begins “Down in de cornfield, hear
dat mournful sound” but also because of a specific passage that Ives paraphrases in
Essays from Thoreau’s Walden.219 In this passage Ives changes Thoreau’s “I” to “He” so
as to tell the reader that these are Thoreau’s thoughts:220
[Thoreau] grew in those seasons like corn in the night, and they
were far better than any work of the hands would have been.
They were not time subtracted from my life, but so much over
and above my usual allowance. I realized what the Orientals
mean by contemplation and the forsaking of works. The day
advanced as if to light some work of his—it was morning and
lo! Now it is evening and nothing memorable is
accomplished.221
The text, as originally found in Walden, is Thoreau describing a particularly
enlightening day at his cottage. Thoreau is contemplating human existence and our
spiritual place within nature. After planting his crops, determined to be self-reliant,
Thoreau realizes that only the passage of time will yield his harvest, but just as farming is
essential to our survival, so too is contemplation as it furthers moral and spiritual
understanding. Ives uses this text in his song “Thoreau” (1915). As well as re-using the
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text found in Essays, Ives also uses the same melodic borrowing from the chorus of
“Massa” in his song “Thoreau” (1915). For many scholars, including Burkholder, Ives’s
use of the same material from the Concord Sonata confirms the importance of this
particular text in our understanding of the symbolism of the borrowing from Foster’s
“Massa,” arguing that it is “perhaps [for] the reference to ‘corn’ [that] Ives used this tune
as a source.”222 As Figure 11 illustrates, the melodic contour from Foster’s “Massa”
matches the theme found on the first system of page 62 (Figure 12) of the Concord
Sonata. Only the contour of Foster’s melody is incorporated into the cornfield theme, the
melody (beginning with D-flat) is chromatically altered.
Figure 11: Stephen Foster, “Massa’s in de Cold, Cold Ground,” chorus

Figure 12: Ives, Stephen Foster quotation in “Thoreau,” in Piano Sonata No. 2
(“Concord, Mass., 1840–1860) (Associated Music Publishers, 1947), Page 62, System
1.
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Burkholder’s suggestion that the chorus of Foster’s “Massa” was chosen on the
basis of its subject “corn,” or rather, the protagonist working in a cornfield, does not take
into account the original cultural backdrop of Foster’s “Ethiopian” song, nor the culture
of the early twentieth century when Ives began composing the Concord Sonata with
blackface minstrelsy on a steady decline. Perhaps we can understand Ives’s reference to
Foster as in fact a symbolic reference to Thoreau’s politics. Bolstering this argument
further, according to Burkholder, Ives rejected the idea of using African American
spirituals or Indian tunes “simply to provide an exotic sound or to achieve a distinctive
American identity.”223 This means that the occurrence of “Massa” in the final movement
of the Concord Sonata carries significance for Ives within the context of “Thoreau,”
symbolically representing much more than popular American culture from antebellum
United States.

*
Readers and writers today remain enraptured with the prose of Henry David
Thoreau. The story of Walden—Thoreau’s escape from materialism, communion with
nature, and the exploration for spiritual and physical “truth”—offers a timeless and
relevant message to twenty-first century readers. Undoubtedly by 1915, when Ives was
composing the final movement of the Concord Sonata, he was aware that the plantation
melodies of Foster’s music were not true depictions of life as an African American slave.
According to Burkholder, Ives’s musical borrowing is powerful because he chose
music from “small-town and urban America [and the tunes] they were familiar with” to
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reference nostalgically the lives of the previous generation.224 Returning to our original
definition of nostalgia from the introduction—a longing to return home—it would appear
that the nostalgic past recreated in “Thoreau” is not a happy one. The inclusion of
“Massa” represents the controversy of slavery; whether we know the history of Foster’s
“pathos” or whether we connect with the tune through Uncle Tom’s Cabin, “Massa’s in
de Cold, Cold ground” conjures all of the negative aspects—inequality and racism—of
the antebellum period. The extramusical associations of “Massa” are not immediately
obvious when hearing Foster’s tune in the context of the last movement of the Concord
Sonata.
Ives references the famous abolitionist Wendell Phillips in Essays Before a
Sonata in a discussion concerning American identity in music, giving the reader the
indication that Ives, had he lived in the antebellum period, would have supported
abolition.225 Additionally, according to his nephew Brewster Ives, Ives was concerned
about the “Negro problem” long before the Civil Rights movement began, and he always
felt that basic decisions “in our political lives should be made by the people rather than
226
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Burkholder has argued that Ives’s “Thoreau” is that of Walden and not

“Civil Disobedience”—Thoreau’s essay on the rejection of government—but there are
many passages in Walden, such as Thoreau’s help of a runaway slave, or his cynicism
when discussing Massachusetts liberties that we connect with Thoreau’s abolitionist
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beliefs.227 Although Walden does not convey the same strength of argument present in
“Civil Disobedience,” or address the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 in “Slavery in
Massachusetts,” Thoreau asks his readers the same question Brewster Ives believed his
uncle to be concerned with: do we let our government dictate policy or should we, as a
people have say in societal decisions?228 Thus we can understand the inclusion of
“Massa” not so much as an allusion to blackface minstrelsy itself but rather a reference to
the unrest felt by Thoreau and the transcendental scholars in Concord.
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Conclusion

Although transcendentalism is one of the Concord Sonata’s most salient features,
the philosophy also serves the purpose of highlighting Ives’s personal narrative—
transcendentalism is used as a vehicle through which Ives escapes from the imperatives
of his “world” in the early twentieth century. Through the descriptions of the four
dedicatees, Ives illustrates a detailed symbolic program for both himself and his listener
to pursue. It is undeniable that Ives composed the Concord Sonata during a personally
trying period of his life. Ives’s “heart attack” in 1918 caused him to realize his own
mortality. The push to complete the Concord Sonata and Essays was driven by this fear.
After suffering years of disappointments and with failing health, Ives decided to finish
these works, publish them himself and let them “make their way [in the world] as best
they could.”229
In many respects the stories embodied in the narrative of the Concord Sonata are
in accord with mainstream American thought of the early twentieth century. While Ives
used nostalgia in his music, President Roosevelt used nostalgia in advertising campaigns
to encourage declining birth rates, or later, at the end of the First World War, American
citizens looked back to a “golden past” to establish a “former purity [that had] been
diluted by the introduction of ‘alien’ elements and ideologies”: essentially the new wave
of immigration to the United States challenged the established status quo.230 This fear of
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change was coupled with a desire for progress. By both incorporating music from the
popular culture of his childhood and establishing techniques beyond the comprehension
or skill level of many musicians of the period, Ives’s music embodies this same
dichotomy of nostalgia and progress.
In Essays, Ives also addresses the idea of immigration in his music. Ives believed
that American music could embody diverse cultural backgrounds and should not be
limited to the composer’s own heritage. In a famous excerpt from Essays, Ives discusses
inspiration in music and that no matter where inspiration, or for that matter, borrowing
comes from, provided it is a place of sincerity, it will be American if the composer so
wishes it to be:
In other words, if this composer isn’t as deeply interested in the
“cause” as Wendell Phillips was, when he fought his way
through that anti-abolitionist crowd at Faneuil Hall, his music
is liable to be less American than he wishes. If a middle-aged
man, upon picking up the Scottish Chiefs, finds that his
boyhood enthusiasm for the prowess and noble deeds and
character of Sir William Wallace and of Bruce is still present,
let him put, or try to put that glory into an overture, let him fill
it chuck-full of Scotch tunes, if he will. But after all is said and
sung he will find that his music is American to the core
(assuming that he is an American and wishes his music to be).
It will be as national in character as the heart of that Grand
Army Grandfather, who read those Cragmore Tales of a
summer evening, when that boy had brought the cows home
without witching. Perhaps the memories of the old soldier, to
which this man still holds tenderly, may be turned into a
“strain” or a “sonata,” and, though the music does not contain
or even suggest any of the old war-songs, it will be as sincerely
American as the subject, provided his (the composer’s) interest,
spirit, and character sympathize with, or intuitively coincide
with that of the subject.231
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Throughout the four movements of the Concord Sonata the emphasis of these
narratives is on human characteristics—values, beliefs, and lessons that Ives found
desirable. Each movement moralizes on a specific virtue or value. Ives idealizes the
human experience and places his narrative in a specific location with clear individuals.
Partly, this is Ives romanticizing Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott, and Thoreau and their
contribution to American literature, but by having concrete examples of the values Ives
wanted to showcase, the listener or performer has a clear concept to visualize. The
performer no longer has to dream-up his or her own scenario to express family virtue as
in the third movement; a vivid image is already ingrained when Ives provides the story of
Little Women in Essays as a backdrop. The text from Essays provides coherence to Ives’s
program that would not be possible to communicate in the music otherwise. In one
respect this is done as an aid to the performer or listener. At the same time, Ives is unable
to relinquish control over his composition because, as I have argued throughout the
course of this thesis, these narratives served as a fanciful retreat for Ives to daydream.
Studying the extramusical associations of Ives’s borrowings from a cultural
perspective enhances our understanding of Ives’s borrowing practice as it gives
importance to the period in which he composed. Just as the second chapter illustrates,
Berlioz was a composer who produced his product congruent with early nineteenth
century Parisian culture. The hero of the Symphonie Fantastique displays similar
characteristics to the artist found in the literature of that period. In addition, Berlioz calls
his motif an idée fixe—a common usage for the anxiety disorder monomania. Ives’s
Concord Sonata is just as much a product of both its socio-historical environment and its
creator’s state of mind. According to Lawrence Levine, many Americans desired to
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return the United States to its “former purity.”232 Nostalgia, therefore, is not a unique
feature of Ives’s music for it is already a current running through American ideology of
the early twentieth century. Too often Ives is defined purely as a nostalgic composer, or a
distinctly American composer because of his choice in borrowings rather than by
examining those borrowings for their extramusical associations—beyond their original
application in American popular music or liturgy. Ives’s music is cultural the same way
that European music is cultural; what makes reading these implications relevant in Ives’s
borrowing practice is that the Concord Sonata does not conjure only antebellum America
but also the world of the early twentieth century.

Methods and Avenues for Future Research
Although I was able to consult numerous primary sources on Ives, as so many of
them have been published, further evidence to support my argument could likely be
obtained by consulting the original manuscripts, letters, and documents of the Charles
Ives Collection housed at Yale University. Additionally, there are two extensive
collections of posters, playbills, and various other historically significant articles on
Blackface minstrelsy housed at the Harvard Theatre Museum at Harvard University and
the Theatre Collection of the New York Public Library at Lincoln Center. All three
collections may have offered opportunities for extending my interpretation further.
One subject that has yet to be extensively researched is Ives’s cryptic statement to
John Kirkpatrick that the first movement “Emerson” is meant to communicate the
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Levine, “Progress and Nostalgia,” 191.
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author’s prose.233 Sondra Rae Clark alludes to this in her study “The Evolving Concord
Sonata: A Study of Choices and Variants in the Music of Charles Ives,” informing the
reader that specific passages of music are marked by Ives as “prose” in the first edition of
the score.234 However, having consulted the Knickerbocker Press publication put forward
by Ives in 1921, no such markings made it to the published copy; Clark consulted the
manuscripts held at Yale University to make this claim. If I were to study the Concord
Sonata further and advance the claims made in this thesis, I believe that these marked
passages would indicate a layer of symbolism that has not yet been discussed in the
literature surrounding the Sonata. The Four Transcriptions from Emerson also share
some material with the first movement of the Concord Sonata; this may point to another
layer of symbolism. Additionally, a comparison might be made with Ives’s collection of
114 Songs.235 Considered by many Ives scholars to be autobiographical, many of these
songs were composed during the same period as the Concord Sonata. As has been
mentioned in Chapter 3, material from the final movement of the Concord Sonata is
reused by Ives in his song “Thoreau” (1915). There may be more such inter-borrowings
that could shed considerably more light on the Concord Sonata. To my knowledge no
such study of this topic exists.

*
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Ives, Memos, 199.
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Clark, “The Evolving Concord Sonata,” 363.
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Charles Ives, 114 Songs (New York: Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 1975).
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The Concord Sonata is a portrait of the four transcendental scholars from
Concord, Massachusetts in the antebellum period, but, just as much a portrait of these
bards, it is a glimpse into the life of Charles Ives.

236

In Essays Before a Sonata, Ives

provides elaborate details relating to his philosophy, inspiration, and spirit. The musical
borrowings provide a tangible picture. Yet, the layers of extramusical associations
implied by the borrowed melodies are but one nuance in the emotional power Ives
embodied within the Concord Sonata. In the concluding lines of Essays Before a Sonata,
Ives gives us his final thoughts:
There are communities—now partly vanished, but cherished
and sacred—scattered throughout this world of ours, in which
freedom of thought and soul, and even of body, have been
fought for. And we believe that there ever lives in that part of
the over-soul native to them the thoughts which these freedomstruggles have inspired[.] America is not too young to have its
divinities, and its place-legends. Many of those “Transcendent
Thoughts” and “Visions” which had their birth beneath our
Concord elms—messages that have brought salvation to many
listening souls throughout the world—are still growing day by
day to greater and greater beauty—are still showing clearer and
clearer man’s way to God!237
This, I think, sums up, why Ives was inspired to compose a work dedicated to Emerson,
Hawthorne, the Alcotts, and Thoreau. For Ives, their writings held relevance in the early
twentieth century, but perhaps more importantly, they represented both the fabric of his
youth and the morals and spiritual lessons he had learned as a child and cherished as an
adult.
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Ives, Essays Before a Sonata, 101. Inspiration for the Concord Sonata came from “the underlying spirit,
the direct unrestricted imprint of one soul on another, a portrait, not a photograph, of the personality,” of
[presumably] Emerson, Hawthorne, the Alcotts, and Thoreau.
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Ibid., 101.
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